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QUOTES

"I HAD THE GREAT PLEASURE TO TAKE PART AT BOTH THE  
IMMERSIVE STORYTELLING LAB (ONLINE) AS WELL AS THE 
PHYSICAL FULL WEEK DEVELOPMENT LAB IN BEAUTIFUL  
MUNICH, ORGANIZED BY THE EUROPEAN CREATORS' LAB.  
IT WAS AN AMAZING EXPERIENCE, I LEARNED SO MUCH  
FROM THE AMAZING MENTORS, ORGANISERS AND FELLOW 
PARTICIPANTS."

"EUCL IS AN AMAZING PROJECT DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY 
AND A CHANCE TO MEET WITH SOME OF THE MOST OPEN-
MINDED AND INSPIRING XR LEADERS. CASUAL AND WELCO-
MING, THIS EVENT IS A PERFECT WAY TO START A CAREER IN 
IMMERSIVE MEDIA, CONSULT AN EARLY STAGE CONCEPT OR 
SIMPLY BRAINSTORM WITH LIKE-MINDED PEOPLE." 

"... A CREATIVE RETREAT ..."
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WELCOME by Astrid Kahmke,  
Head of the European Creators’ Lab

IT TAKES A VILLAGE TO RAISE A KID
We all have those moments that we immediately recognize as 

unforgettable. When Lance Weiler once asked during a keynote: "If AI 
were a child, what parents would we want it to have?" – it was such a 
moment for me. This simple question if we want to see this important 
technology in the hands of a few dominating corporations is still 
haunting me. It is not about AI, it is about all future technologies that 
change our society, define our human co-existence, and challenge our 
value systems. 

Shouldn't we – in general, but especially those working in the arts 
and media – understand what these technologies can do, how they are 
applied, what effect can be created with them and - where their limits 
lie? Shouldn't we take responsibility and participate in shaping the 
media of the future and the future of media? The answer seems simple: 
of course! But that also means intensively engaging with the 
mechanisms of immersive storytelling, for example. It requires being 
curious, asking questions, thinking outside the box.

The EUCL was born out of this very idea of democratizing technical 
and content innovation. If immersive media were children, I would want 
visionaries, artists, and creatives as parents. Because it has always 
been the artists who embraced new technologies, used them as tools, 
tried them out and thus helped to cover innovation into society. They 
are the shifters between worlds and the shifters of worlds. And they are 
great storytellers. 

The European Creators' Lab provides the framework and structure for 
exploring and learning together. Our focus is on storytelling, on the new 
creative forms - and on the implementation, be it as a VR experience in 
a physical environment or be it as a Story World or Live Event in the 

↑  BACK TO CONTENTS
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WELCOME by Astrid Kahmke,  
Head of the European Creators’ Lab

Metaverse. We think technology-agnostic and format-agnostic, we work 
interdisciplinary, we are inclusive and diverse, and we welcome the 
new, the unknown. We never know at the beginning of a Lab what will 
happen on the last day. That is one of our recipes for success: we don't 
predetermine, we allow. 

I am amazed every time at the wild creativity of our participants that 
breaks free, I am proud of the many ideas that have been developed 
and the projects that have emerged from them, I am proud that so 
many international collaborations began in one of our Labs, I am happy 
about the connection that still exists between our alumni, because it 
tells me that we offer something that goes far beyond the transfer of 
knowledge. The EUCL, it's a group of curious, creative, like-minded 
people who are helping to shape the future of immersive storytelling. 

I am proud of the European Creators' Lab. It is unique in its kind. It 
offers space for creativity and networking, for critical exchange and for 
project development, it gives back to creators and artists what should 
always be theirs: the power over the creative process. I believe that 
especially at the present time, which brings so many challenges for all of 
us, the visionary force of our artists is more important than ever. A new 
media universe is just emerging with WEB3.0. We should, no, we must 
take responsibility, we must help shape it and contribute our values. 
EUCL can also do that: be a place for intensive, in-depth discussions. 

One participant recently said that EUCL is a creative retreat, a 
summer camp, a week so full of inspiration and ideas that you can live 
on for a long time. It creates ideas, potential partnerships, co-
productions and sometimes friendships. 

With all our activities, we help to build and consolidate the European 
XR Ecosystem. We can only do this with the support of many enablers, 
partners, and sponsors, with great teams behind the scenes and the 
help of our supporters who have covered the EUCL in the past years. 
My special thanks go to all of you!

If immersive media were children – it would take many visionary 
parents, from all cultures, diverse, open-minded, and responsible. It 
takes a village to raise a kid. The EUCL is one of these villages. 

↑  BACK TO CONTENTS
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WELCOME by Ingeborg Degener,  
General Manager,  
Creative Europe Desk Munich

 The European Creators‘ Lab brings together participants and 
mentors from many different countries and from multiple professional 
backgrounds to exchange ideas, explore new ways of storytelling, and 
make use of the possibilities offered by cutting edge digital technology. 

Since 2017 the European Creators‘ Lab has received financial 
support by the Creative Europe MEDIA Programme of the European 
Union, as the first European training programme dedicated to exploring 
immersive technologies and developing prototypes of immersive 
projects. The professional networks (and personal friendships) 
engendered by the “Talents and Skills” scheme of Creative Europe 
MEDIA, of which the Lab is a distinctive example, provide the basis for 
ambitious projects combining the skills and resources of several 
partners. Producers of narrative immersive projects - like those 
initiated at the Development Lab - can apply to Creative Europe 
MEDIA for funding for further development in the framework of  funding 
schemes such as “Video Games and Immersive Content 
Development”, “European Co-Development”, “European Slate 
Development” or “European MiniSlate Development”. Furthermore, the 
funding schemes “Innovative Tools and Business Models” and 
“Creative Innovation Lab” provide opportunities for companies offering 
attractive digital solutions which help to make the creative industries in 
Europe more sustainable and competitive. 

As a Creative Europe Desk, we wish you a fruitful and enriching 
experience at the Lab and look forward to discussing funding 
opportunities with you for immersive projects inspired by and initiated 
at this year’s Development Lab!

↑  BACK TO CONTENTS
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WELCOME by Silke Schmidt,  
Head of XR HUB Munich 

 Dear Participants and Mentors of the European Creators’ Lab,
 
Welcome to the European Creators’ Lab – EUCL 2022!
 
We are proud to host the European Creators’ Lab 2022 that invites 

the best XR mentors of the world to inspire an international creative 
crowd to ideate and to develop and refine new XR projects. 

 
The XR Community has in common that their members are curious 

to explore the boundaries of XR technologies as well as new ways of 
telling stories and creating experiences. They are not afraid of working 
on finding a common language with creatives of different backgrounds 
as they know that only interdisciplinary exchange and cooperation lead 
to great results.

 
The EUCL aims at helping to satisfy the curiosity and the need for 

cooperation by offering a protected space to learn, ask questions and 
exchange experience, find new partners and friends and become part 
of the growing XR family.

 
This is the merit of Astrid Kahmke who has been fascinated by XR 

for a long time and is able to transfer this fascination to all participants 
of the EUCL. She has brought together the growing XR family for five 
years and we will celebrate this anniversary together with five labs this 
year, each focusing on different topics. Thank you, Astrid, for this 
wonderful work.

 
We also thank all partners for their support of the realization of the 

five labs.
 
Finally, the team of the XR HUB Bavaria at Medien.Bayern GmbH 

wishes all participants lots of inspiration and fruitful discussions to 
participants and mentors. We are looking forward to following up the 
growth of the seeds planted in the EUCL labs in 2022.

Do not hesitate to contact us!
Contact details:
Website: https://xrhub-bavaria.de
Email: hi@xrhub-bavaria.de

↑  BACK TO CONTENTS
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WELCOME by Eric Patzschke,  
Head of Digital and Creative Industries, Tourism
Office for Economic Development Leipzig

Dear Participants and Mentors of the European Creators’ Lab,
Welcome to EUCL 2022! Welcome to digital labs and real-world events 
– for the first time also in Leipzig, Germany’s most dynamic city, where 
the Prototyping Lab will be held from 3 to 7 October 2022. We hope 
you’ll enjoy making international contacts and working together 
creatively as you develop projects and identify your first business 
cases. And we also hope you’ll discover the potential that Leipzig has 
to offer as a city of IT, creativity and startups.

From automotive manufacturing to publishing and tourism, 
businesses in every sector are now benefiting from future technologies 
such as VR and XR. For this very reason, Leipzig’s Office for 
Economic Development has been working hard for years to bring the 
city’s business community together with the region’s video games and 
XR industry. Leipzig is also home to Games & XR Mitteldeutschland – 
the interest group we launched to support the games industry in central 
Germany, and which you’ll learn more about during the Prototyping Lab.

In addition, R42 – our “Gaming House” – is nearing completion in the 
city centre. As well as connecting the games industry to the world of 
traditional business, it will also be a base for gaming startups. As you 
can see, the R42 is the ideal location to breathe life into your 
prototyping lab.

As a cooperation partner of the EU-funded European Creators’ Lab 
2022, we’re delighted to be hosting international XR experts and to be 
able to introduce you to local talents, initiatives and institutions.

The sustainable development of Leipzig as a hub of business, 
technology, education and training is something close to our hearts. 
The areas we focus on in our work include the IT, media and creative 
industries. Companies in these sectors benefit from unbureaucratic 
business development, various funding programmes supporting the 
foundation and growth of startups, and networking opportunities with 
like-minded people in our city.

We’d like to extend you a warm welcome, and we hope your 
meetings are constructive and creative here in Leipzig – the place to 
grow!

↑  BACK TO CONTENTS
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WELCOME by Dorothee Erpenstein,  
Managing Director FFF Bayern

 FFF Bayern has the task of providing both high-quantity and high-
quality film and games funding in Bavaria as well as offering a 
multitude of services for the film and games industry. With our funding 
program for XR, we are enabling creative content that goes beyond the 
traditional, established formats. In this way, we support creative people 
in the realization of great opportunities offered by XR technologies. 
Bavaria, and especially Munich, is home to several XR producers who 
are very active in creating extraordinary immersive content. For 
example, Nicole Popst, who is featured with her VR Experience Dans 
Drauganna in this year’s Development Lab.

With the European Creators Lab, XR creators have the unique 
possibility to exchange their knowledge, catch up with industry leaders 
and future colleagues, and gather inspiration for their next projects. We 
would like to express our thanks to Astrid Kahmke and her team for 
establishing and organizing such an outstanding event – and happy 
5th anniversary to the European Creator’s Lab. 

↑  BACK TO CONTENTS
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WELCOME by Claas Danielsen,  
CEO Mitteldeutsche Medienförderung

For several years now, the new media sector has been an important 
growth market - and its potential is far from exhausted. Immersive 
formats such as Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality are also 
becoming increasingly important due to their wide range of possible 
applications. In Central Germany, innovative companies are already 
active in these areas - whether as sought-after service providers or as 
producers of their own projects, many of which are funded in the 
development and production phase by Mitteldeutsche 
Medienförderung. The "Hotel Astoria VR" (hug films), which transports 
the user to the bar of the once legendary GDR luxury hotel, the 
Leipzig-based Mitmalfilm UG, whose interactive coloring books allow 
children to turn self-painted pictures into professional animated films, 
or the VR "Biolum" (Reynard Films) about an extraterrestrial life form in 
the mysterious world of the deep sea are just three examples of 
exciting and innovative new media projects from our region. 
Nevertheless, the XR market in Central Germany is still in the process 
of being established. Since last year, we have therefore been 
supporting the European Creators Lab, which offers knowledge 
transfer and networking at an international level. From October 3 to 7, 
a Prototyping Lab was held in Leipzig for the first time, which enabled 
an intensive exchange between the participants with master classes, 
practical workshops, case studies and numerous other offerings. The 
venue was the R42 in the middle of the city, which soon will be home 
to many up-and-coming companies from the games industry. I am 
convinced that the European Creators Lab will provide the XR scene in 
Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt and Thuringia with valuable impulses for 
further development and future projects.

Fotocredit: ©Uwe Frauendorf

↑  BACK TO CONTENTS
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TEAM
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ASTRID KAHMKE Head of the European Creators’ Lab

Astrid is a consultant in analog, digital and immersive storytelling. She has 
directed festivals, produced international feature films, and advised artists and 
producers on their projects for over a decade. 
Since 2017 she has been leading the European Creators' Lab she initiated 
and is both a passionate international networker and supporter of the artistic 
XR community. Astrid is the managing partner of Ionda GmbH.

www.ionda.world, astrid@ionda.world, insta: @ionda.world

Silvia Bauer Event Management

Silvia Bauer is a theatre dramaturg, film curator, university lecturer, and journalist 
based in Munich, Germany. Her storytelling practice is research-based and rooted in 
her academic background in English Literature, postcolonial and transnational feminist 
studies. At the University of Warwick, where she studied theatre, performance, and 
film, she also attended the notorious “Virtual Futures” Conferences in the mid-1990s. 

Silvia has organized dance conferences on “Embodiment & Technology” and 
academic panels on “Cyberspace & Theatre”. Currently she is a member of the 
Digitality working group in the dramaturgy-network Germany. With different 
performance collectives she has been exploring the uses of chatbots, 360° videos, 
VR spaces and binaural soundscapes. 

At the University of Bremen she is teaching courses in feminist technology studies 
with a focus on the developments from Cyberfeminisms to Glitch Feminisms. 

Currently Silvia is working on her project “Silicon Girls”, an immersive and interactive 
exploration of the erased histories of women in Tech contrasted with the hypervisibility 
of digital female care bots.

Santhia Velasco Kittlaus Support Event Management

Santhia is a cultural theorist and PhD candidate in Modern Languages at Oxford 
University. Her research focuses on pre-linguistic and embodied forms of storytelling 
and their significance for holistic world-making. Her philosophy of mind is inspired by 
theories of interconnectedness. In this context, she is committed to communicating 
knowledge and ensuring comprehension. Santhia elaborates on the impact of 
immersive and interactive media experiences and their sociological implications to 
contribute to a new conceptualisation of future education. Her work addresses 
conscience and justice in the context of virtual spaces to create places where existing 
structural power relations of today's classrooms can be changed for the better.
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JULIA WIRTH Event Management

Julia works as a media producer and event manager based in Leipzig. By 
combining her two passions - media and culture - she specializes in the 
production of events like art festivals and media labs as well as film and TV 
production. With her ambition and ability to create fruitful creative 
environments, she already partnered up with renowned
festivals and production companies such as DOK Leipzig, Werkleitz e.V., In 
Good Company GmbH and many others. For EUCL, she takes over the 
production of the labs in Leipzig.
juliawirthoffice@gmy.de, LinkedIn: Julia Wirth

Zahra Johari Majd Assistance Support Event 
Management

With an artistic background, Diploma in Graphic Design and Bachelor of Fine Arts, 
Zahra Johari Majd came to field of XR as a pioneer student of study program 
‘Expanded Realities’ in Hochschule Darmstadt University of Applied Sciences. She 
learned about XR in 3 years of bachelor program academically. She is a concept 
developer, storyteller and specialist in virtual and augmented reality, who is based in 
Frankfurt. She did her Internship by Mediale Pfade in Berlin and researched about 
social VR and made 3D virtual environments in Mozilla-Hubs for online workshops for 
Goethe Institute, HKW Berlin on behalf of Mediale Pfade. She engaged with narrative 
immersive experiences and fascinated by XR interaction design in different projects. 
She gave workshops for social VR, Immersive Spaces, and Mozilla-Hubs in HKW 
(von Mediale Pfade), Goethe Institute (von Mediale Pfade), Festival of Voices in Black 
Forest Germany and XR Tool Week for Expanded Madia master students at Campus 
Media in Hochschule Darmstadt University of Applied Sciences.

CARL AHNER Support Event Management

Carl came from studying material sciences and industrial design to working in 
media arts. Organizing performative, audio-visual-loaded events since 2012 
he’s especially interested in making immersive moments and multi-sensual 
experiences accessible for a wider audience. He currently lives in Leipzig and 
works as a freelance designer, visual artist, musician and team member of 
robot-musician Moritz Simon Geist. Combining new technologies, both 
physical and digital, with design-thinking and aesthetic-understanding is his 
attempt to make ideas more tangible, embodying abstract thoughts and 
materializing dreams.
carlahner.de, carlahner@gmail.com, insta: @curledntt
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ROBERT PROBSDORFER Technichian

Robert (mostly known as Bubbles) started his career with an education in 
Media and Sound Engineering, mainly focusing on audio production in studios 
and live events. Following his love for videogames he first worked as a sound 
designer for VR applications but quickly also found a passion for blender and 
3D software in general. He now works in 3D design and simulation as well as 
photo scanning. Digitalizing the real world and preserving what might get lost 
for the future is what inspires and drives him daily. Robert is enthusiastic to 
learn and grow so that he can on day build worlds which inspire and in which 
you can get lost in.
robertprobsdorfer@gmail.com

ANNA SEEL Technician

Anna Seel gave up her physics studies in favour of the interdisciplinary Media 
Engineering course to combine her interest in technology and mathematics 
with her passion for art, design and storytelling.
As part of this education, she specialised in the modules computer graphics, 
VR, internet programming and multimedia applications.
During an internship at expanding focus in the area of Unity Development with 
a focus on MobileVR, she was able to further develop the skills in 
programming, conception and design that she had acquired during her 
studies. She has been working as a junior developer at expanding focus since 
July 2021.

Silke Schmidt
Organizer XR HUB Bavaria

Oliver Seibert
Content Management System 
Webseite XR HUB Bavaria

Marvin Ehlers
Website Content & Zoom Host XR 
HUB Bavaria

Isabella Ostermann
Medien.Bayern GmbH /Finance & HR
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Since May 2014, Kent Bye has published over 1000 Voices of VR 
podcast interviews featuring the pioneering artists, storytellers, and 
technologists driving the resurgence of virtual & augmented reality. 
He's an oral historian, experiential journalist, & aspiring philosopher, 
helping to define the patterns of immersive storytelling, experiential 
design, ethical frameworks, & the ultimate potential of XR.

↑  BACK TO CONTENTS

KENT BYE MENTORS

Maud Clavier has been working in the VR field since 2015.
She directed her own production company during four years to 

create corporate and creative 360° films.
She worked then as an immersive artist on various exhibition and 

directed some docu-fictions in 360°: FILAMU that has been awarded 
across the globe and BELIEVE that has toured festivals.

She is now associate and COO at VRROOM, working on events 
such as Venice VR Expanded, SXSW and Jean Michel Jarre’s various 
concerts. Becoming an expert about the cultural industry inside Social 
VR platforms. She directs also flat films in social VR for all those 
events.

MAUD CLAVIER MENTORS
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Lena Thiele, writer and creative director of the Berlin-based creative 
studio Miiqo Studios has been developing socially relevant and 
internationally acclaimed immersive media formats for over 25 years. 
At the intersection of storytelling, digital technologies and art, her work 
is characterized by an interdisciplinary, holistic, systemic approach to 
create new emotional perspectives to the complex issues of our time.

Her productions received numerous awards such as the SXSW 
Innovation Award for the best visual media experience, Grimme Online 
Award or Japan Prize. Her latest project, the VR-Experience “Myriad. 
Where we connect.” was in the official selection of the “Venice VR 
Expanded” section of the 78th Venice International Film Festival.

She additionally works as a trainer for international programs and 
universities and as consultant to the international media industry. In 
recent years, she has served multiple times as a member of the jury 
for the International Digital Emmy® Award non-fiction category and 
was part of the jury for the Grimme Online Awards. Since 2016 she has 
been a professor for Digital Narrative – Art & Design at the ifs 
international filmschool cologne. 

LENA THIELE MENTORS

Gayatri Parameswaran is a multi-award winning writer, director and 
producer of immersive works. She grew up in India and is currently 
based in Berlin, where she co-founded NowHere Media -- a storytelling 
studio that views contemporary issues through a critical lens. Gayatri 
works at the intersection of storytelling, technology and social change. 
Her work has been exhibited at the Venice International Film Festival, 
Tribeca Film Festival, SXSW, IDFA, Festival de Cannes, United 
Nations and beyond. She is a Sundance New Frontier alumnus, has 
won the Tribeca Storyscapes Award for Best Immersive,  SXSW Best 
Use of Immersive Arts and the Lumiere Award for Best VR 
documentary among other accolades. Gayatri is a guest lecturer at the 
Freie Universität (FU) Berlin, Hochschule für Medien, Kommunikation 
und Wirtschaft (HMKW) Berlin, Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg and 
Züricher Hochschule der Kunst (ZHdK). She is an Erasmus Mundus 
scholar in War & Conflict Reporting and an alumnus of the German 
Chancellor Fellowship.

GAYATRI PARAMESWARAN MENTORS
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Matthias is a digital storyteller, certified ux designer and scrum 
master. I develop content and impact strategies for companies, NGOs, 
foundations and the public sector. For Bayerischer Rundfunk, I have 
been heading the storytelling lab audience: first since 2015 and in the 
Digital Developments & Social Media department I develop program 
innovations such as the messenger project #icheisner or the XR 
installation “Die Rettung”.

In 2017 I was appointed a fellow of the Federal Cultural and Creative 
Industries. I have received numerous awards for my journalistic and 
artistic work, most recently for #icheisner the Parliament Media Prize 
of the German Bundestag 2020 and for “Die Rettung” with the New 
Realities Award 2020.  I am currently working on a social VR 
experience called "Munich 72". The project deals with the 1972 
Olympic Games and the Munich Massacre.

↑  BACK TO CONTENTS

MATTHIAS LEITNER MENTORS
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LUIS HENRIQUE ALMEIDA DE OLIVEIRA PARTICIPANTS
Hi! I am Luis Henrique, a Brazilian bridge_builder. 

I am fascinated by emerging tech and its intersections with 
museums, entertainment, sustainability, and health, among other fields. 

I am en route to a new career path, expanding my network and 
learning more about purpose-driven innovation & trends, experience 
design, the XR realm and the unmatched perspectives the Creative 
Industries offer. 

I love how Krista Monson scopes the creation of experiences: “We 
are on the front lines of changing hearts and souls. With experiences. 
With stories”. I aspire to craft stories that can foster that feeling. 

There's no better place to be than by the side of the creative people. 
I will happily connect with you via LinkedIn and explore collaboration 
opportunities. 

LI: https://www.linkedin.com/in/lhao

↑  BACK TO CONTENTS

DANE CHRISTENSEN PARTICIPANTS
Dane is a Danish-American immersive media filmmaker who 

explores our sense of space, identity and connection to landscape 
through the cinematic lens. His obsession with technology and 
documentary craft has him experimenting at the frontier of new media 
storytelling as he creates experiences in film, virtual and augmented 
realities. He believes in flexing our concept of dimension as it can 
transform the way we think and live. In this reality, his work has 
screened at festivals such as Sundance, Big Sky and CPH:DOX. His 
latest project, Kvöldvaka, is an AR journey to discover a deeper 
relationship with nature through the lens of Icelandic folklore. Dane 
holds an MFA in Documentary Film from Stanford University.

www.dansker.digital
www.kvoldvaka.world
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ANA FALCON PARTICIPANTS
Ana Falcon is a PhD candidate at the Estonian Academy of Music 

and Theater, where she is researching screenwriting formats for 
Cinematic Virtual Reality.

She was selected for the 2008 Fusion Arts Exchange in 
Screenwriting and Film Production hosted by the University of 
Southern California and the US State Department. In 2017, she was 
distinguished with a Young Creators FONCA grant from the Mexican 
Culture Ministry.

In 2016 she received an Erasmus Mundus scholarship to participate 
in the Kino Eyes European Cinema Master programme. In 2019, she 
was a screenwriting nominee in the Watersprite International Student 
Film Festival hosted by the University of Cambridge. In 2021, she was 
selected for Berlinale Talents.

hola@anafalcon.com
Facebook/IG/TikTok/Twitter:@vrandmovies

↑  BACK TO CONTENTS

CLAIRE FLAMMANG PARTICIPANTS
ART & DRAMA TEACHER | ARTIST | CREATIVE ICT | PROJECT 
COORDINATOR

Art & Drama Teacher, LAML, Luxembourg - 2000 – Now
• Major projects: Kult’SCHMULL (2011, 2014), The Pimpraiders 

(2009), Aline meets Wonderland (inclusion of AR & VR, 2019)  
    

Innovative Project Coordinator, SCRIPT, Ministry of Education, 
Luxembourg — 2016 - Now
• National coordination of "Digital Sciences" - 2020 - now  
• Coordination of the national Art Teacher’s Day , Luxembourg 

(2019, 2021, 2022)
• Co-coordination of the national eduMedia Days & tablUcation  

    
Projectmanagement and digital literacy, LAML, Luxembourg
• 2002 - now: implementation of project weeks in school, 

methodology, digital literacy & digital shift in school
• Alin&Art Workshop Days - 2014 - now     

Art shows
• Last show: Collective exhibition, Bâtiment 4, CUEVA, Esch-Alzette, 

Luxembourg 

IG: @walking_on_fluo @t_h_e_a_l_i_n_e @iteach_rt claire
flammang@me.com
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JAMES HORN PARTICIPANTS
"James Horn studied Drama at Aberystwyth University, where he 

founded the experimental Word Theatre Company in 1996. He worked 
professionally as an actor before moving to Warwick in 1999 where he 
began his training as a game artist, joining Codemasters in 2002. 
Following the award-winning Colin McRae: DiRT in 2007, James 
moved to FreeStyleGames and was a part of the team creating DJ 
Hero 1 and 2 for Activision. In 2012, James established the art 
department at hyper-casual mobile developer Kwalee whilst also art 
directing all their mobile games. In 2016, he moved to join Pixel Toys 
as Lead Artist, creating the hit VR game Drop Dead on Oculus 
platforms and the highly acclaimed Warhammer Age of Sigmar: Realm 
War. Most recently he has, as Creative Director, completed 
development of Warhammer 40,000: Battle Sister, which was released 
on Oculus Quest in December 2020. In April 2022, he was a founder 
member of Soul Assembly, an XR studio dedicated to creating 
emotionally resonant games that interface with the metaverse where 
he works as Creative Director on new narrative experiences.  
  

In addition, over 2019-20, he was a Digital Fellow with the Royal 
Shakespeare Company and Magic Leap, investigating new forms of 
theatre and performance through spatial computing - this culminated in 
the live experience "Where Once We" based on A Midsummer Nights 
Dream. He is also a fellow of the Royal Society of Arts and a member 
of BAFTA." 

↑  BACK TO CONTENTS

SAURABH INDRA PARTICIPANTS
For as long as he can remember, Saurabh has been passionate 

about flying in all its forms. He spent much of his childhood marvelling 
at flying creatures in nature. Naturally, a large part of his life so far has 
been spent making a small contribution to the human urge to fly.

Later, he studied control engineering and worked on unmanned 
aerial vehicles and spacecraft. At Airbus, he worked as an avionics 
architect. Since February 2021, he has his own technology company 
Ikshana in Munich.

On the other hand, art and narrative have been interests too. He is 
currently prototyping a VR experience related to flight, and linking 
different fields.

saurabh.indra@ikshana.de
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LOUISE KOCH PARTICIPANTS
Louise Koch (DK). MA in Textile, Crafts & Education | MA in 

Cognitive Science. Currently writing on a PhD dissertation about VR/
AR. Besides working as a University Teacher, Supervisor and 
Academic Officer (XR-Technology), Louise also have nine years of 
work experience from graphic design studios in Copenhagen. Over the 
years she has specialized in teaching students and companies about 
how to develop and design products with the human mind in mind.

Louise started working with VR/AR in 2016 and is interested in how we 
can apply the technologies and immersive storytelling in a learning 
perspective. As a freelancer she develops Digital Fashion for the 
Metaverse and was recently a participant in the WIIT Metaverse Creation 
Lab, where she developed an avatar inspired by life in outer galaxies.

www.louisekoch.com
louise@louisekoch.dk
LI: www.linkedin.com/in/metaverse4all
Twitter: https://twitter.com/WhyVirtual
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MARTINA KRASTEV PARTICIPANTS
I have been working as an industrial / product designer since 2012, 

mostly in the field of consumer electronics and UX. Many of my 
designs have been mass-produced and have won awards. I firmly 
believe my work has enhanced peoples’ everyday lives. Since 2019, 
reflecting on the current climate crisis, I decided to alter the scope of 
my practice and focus on a less materialistic approach.

I completed the MA in Media Spaces / New Media Design at the UE 
Berlin in 2022, having found a new passion: Virtual Reality. For my 
Thesis ‘The New Atmosphere of Death: Liminality, Olfactory and 
Pathicity in VR’ I created the experience ‘MetaHeaven’ combining 
cinematic VR with olfactory art. My aim is to further explore the 
combination of Virtual Reality and smells, for even stronger immersion 
and presence.

www.martinakrastevdesign.com
krastevmartina@gmail.com
linkedin.com/in/martina-k-ab2774a3
IG: mkvr9976
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RAFAEL LEAL PARTICIPANTS
RAFAEL is a screenwriter, director, VR artist and executive producer 

born in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and based in Berlin. With a long 
trajectory writing and developing stories for film and TV, which include 
the feature film “Cedo Demais/Too Soon” (Fox) and TV shows “A Dona 
da Banca/Queenpin” (CineBrasilTV) and “Jungle Pilot” (NBC Universal), 
recently Rafael has been creating more and more immersive and 
interactive screenwork, making a professional transitioning towards the 
media of the future. PhD in Film at Fluminense Federal University, 
Rafael did Doctoral Research in Germany. with a grant awarded by 
DAAD, about Screenwriting for VR. Between 2016 and 2022 he taught 
Screenwriting and New Media graduate and undergraduate courses at 
the Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro.

rafael@dedalotv.com
www.rafaelleal.com
Twitter/Instagram/Tiktok @laelleafar
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MICHAL LOVECKY PARTICIPANTS
Michal is an ocean lover, entrepreneur, and creative technologist. He 

believes in the convergence of technology, arts, and science, as the 
magic formula to ensure our sustainable future. Saving a turtle while 
freediving flipped his life upside-down and set him on a journey of 
chasing sustainable innovations tackling climate change and 
biodiversity loss.

Being madly in love with all immersive, he obsesses about 
exceptional UX, freediving, emerging technologies, anything ocean&air 
related, and metaverse futures - dreaming about Matrix-like retirement.

He co-founded Cyan Planet, a company utilizing XR for marine 
protection, and established the first XR studio - Go360 - in Prague, 
Czechia, in 2015. He has been awarded by Deloitte for high standards 
in innovation.

Experience. Create. Change.

michal@cyanplanet.org
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IVAN MORTE I TAMAYO PARTICIPANTS
Eclectic and creative had work always in hospitality and IT. Since the 

last boom of VR in 2015 have developed his work through cinematic 
VR with interest in Music, Arts, Heritage, Gastronomy and Comedy. 
After collaboration with The Machine To Be Another multidisciplinary 
team likes to work the Augmented Virtuality inside xR. 

 
-Google Trusted Photographer for Street View 
-Founder of RealLab working group 

• YouTube channel “INMERSIVA de Vida Digital” for 360 and 180VR videos:   
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC35ugsK3fmxPBbK8IbMJkrA 

• Developer of the Augmented Gastronomy concept, 1st experience was “Gin-Tonic Experience” 
• https://medium.com/@Un_tal_Ivan/how-does-a-cocktail-taste-with-virtualreality-augmented-

gastronomy-i-gin-tonic-experience-154bd4bd09d 

http://reallab.eu/ 
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JOANNE POPINSKA PARTICIPANTS
Dr. Joanne Popinska is a Polish-Canadian award-winning XR 

filmmaker, documentarian, and sociologist, with a Ph.D. in Film 
Directing (specialization: VR) from the Polish National Film School. Her 
debut film, THE CHOICE, premiered to acclaim at International 
Documentary Film Festival Amsterdam (IDFA) and SXSW, where it 
won the Audience Award. She dedicates her creative vision to 
developing meaningful conversations around complex topics such as 
human rights, animal rights, and the environment. By using the latest 
technology and various narrative techniques, she is continually 
exploring how to get audiences' attention and how to evoke empathy 
and interest from different perspectives.

joanne@infiniteframemedia.com
Twitter: @joanneaska
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/joanneaskapopinska/ 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/AskaPopinska 
Instagram: @joanneaska
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NICOLE POPST PARTICIPANTS
Nicole Popst (aka Nicole C. Strasser) is a physicist and 

multidisciplinary artist working in the fields of immersive spatial 
experiences, XR, and audio-visual installations. 

Her work thrives to facilitate the integration of science & technology 
into art, weaving hybrid collaborations between science, media arts and 
performance and creating multi-sensory spatial stories that 
communicate with the occupants and enhance their spatial experience.

Nicole is currently based in Germany, Munich where she works in 
collaboration with other media artist, scientists and performance artists, 
her work can be found at www.nanuku.art and on instagram @
nicolecstrasse

www.nanuku.art
IG: @nicolecstrasse

↑  BACK TO CONTENTS

PIET SONCK PARTICIPANTS
"A digital native in an old body", dixit a headhunter ... media ADHD-

like marketeer/storyteller with strong strategic & visionary sensibilities, 
trying to inject new business opportunities/M&As into the media's 
fast-changing product portfolio.

On top of this, still finetuning skills towards transmedia audio-visual 
TV & movie projects as well, because I still believe in the "old-but-wise" 
statement '(contextual storytelling) Content is King'.

Thomas More (Media School) students, both in Mechelen/Belgium & 
L.A./USA, can enjoy my A-to-Z courses/workshops/bootcamps, where 
theory meets practice.

Independent writer/director/producer of small/short/long-form content 
like movie/TV/video productions/(VR)(music video)clips. Trademark 
elements are silent movie settings, one-shot sequence shots & 
screwball comedy dialogue ... preferably in combination. 

Currently in different stages of production: docu/reality series, VR youth 
series, TV series & feature films. Co-author of the book "Be the story: 
Transmedia storytelling for content makers" (Dutch language - spring '21).

pietsonck.gypsyproductions@gmail.com  
https://be.linkedin.com/in/pietsonck
https://twitter.com/pietsonck
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ULA SOWA PRZYBYLSKA PARTICIPANTS
I am a visual anthropologist and a creative technologist. Currently 

working as a director on a VR documentary about anger, bees and 
women's protests called "SWARM". I am interested in utopias, 
feminism, social movements and collectivism. I want to explore the 
documentary potential of game-like experiences. 

u.tiruriru@gmail.com
+491777924435
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LEEN VANDEREYKEN PARTICIPANTS
I started my career as an actress for theater, TV and film before 

becoming a full-time writer. I have published several children's books 
and books for young adults before I wrote and co-directed my first short 
film "JOY PALACE".  The script was previously selected for the 
European Short Pitch 2016. For the Flemish broadcaster VRT I created 
the miniseries “LEEF”.  Together with conceptual artist Frederik De 
Wilde I’m working on the VR experience “Alice in Darknet” in which we 
descend into the underworld of the internet: The Darknet. Currently I am 
also writing a feature film where I explore the subject of transhumanism. 
Both projects are supported by the Flemish Film Fund (VAF).

Leenvdr@gmail.com
Leenvandereyken.net
0032 (0) 495888112
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VASIL VASILEV PARTICIPANTS
Digital enthusiast, who has been almost all his life at the crossroad 

between art and technology. Vasil graduated with a Master of Arts in 
Multimedia Communications at HMTM Hannover, Germany. His career 
path goes through an interactive agency, a publishing house, a cultural 
institute and corporations. All the time he has been enjoying and 
experimenting with a variety of storytelling instruments - acting, 
improvisation, writing, photography, videography and since recently 
- VR. Passionate improviser who discovered improvisational theatre 7 
years ago, and this led him to look at the world on its brighter side. 

v.s.vasilev@gmail.com
Phone/WhatsApp: +359888968614
FB: https://www.facebook.com/vasil.stoyanov.vasilev
IG: @vasco.s.v
LI: https://www.linkedin.com/in/vasil-vasilev-9561b26/

NATALIYA VELYKANOVA PARTICIPANTS
Nataliya Velykanova is the founder and art director of Gate22 - a 

nomad cyber-Museum of Digital Arts & Design in virtual reality. 
Gate22’s first two experiences “Introspexion” (2021) and “Webby’s 
Wonder World” (2022) has toured several digital art and VR festivals 
across the world. An architect, designer and visual artist in her own 
right, she is a citizen of the world and dreamer too, working to foster 
inspiration and imagination in our daily lives as well as bringing game-
changing innovation in the Art and Culture sectors. She is committed to 
the development of virtual reality in France by co-directing VRJAM, a 
VR festival in Toulouse (since 2021), and the popularization of new art 
forms by curating and running group exhibitions of digital art VR 
experiences locally and virtually. She also teaches immersive concept 
art in graduate schools of marketing and advertising.
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LEA MARIA UNTERSEER PARTNERS
I am a Munich-based dramaturgy MA student (Theater Academy 

August Everding & LMU Munich) with a BA in Italian and a BA in English 
Studies. Currently using the freedom of my studies to investigate new 
ways of storytelling beyond the limitations of traditional theater.

Not always 100% sure of the right answer but always asking the right 
questions.

Can help with: generating ideas, creating narratives, structuring 
creative processes, giving constructive feedback, providing insights 
into current discourses in art and theatre, background knowledge on 
literature, music and theater.

lea.unterseer@gmx.de
IG: Lea Unterseer (@_lea_lou_)

POLA WEISS PARTICIPANTS
Pola is an independent journalist from Berlin. She has been blogging 

about storytelling in immersive media on “VR Geschichten” (VRstories.
blog) since 2017 and gives consultation to VR/AR creatives on 
questions of dramaturgy. Additionally, she writes copy for companies 
revolving around IT, tech, as well as virtual and augmented reality. 
Previously, she worked for about 4 years as an editor of documentary 
formats, web-videos and interactive transmedia projects in television 
(SWR/Arte, Deutsche Welle).

About “VR Geschichten”
“VR Geschichten” (VRstories.blog) is a blog in English and German 

founded by Pola Weiß. The big question is: How do we tell a good 
story in virtual reality? There yet is no answer, but many promising 
attempts. “VR Geschichten” accumulates explorations and findings into 
existing solutions, delves into literature, scours the internet, asks 
experts, observes craftspeople and creative types… The blog is meant 
for intrigued filmmakers, storytellers, and people curious to hear about 
the fascinating stories revolving around this subject.

Twitter @vrgeschichten
Instagram @vrgeschichten
Facebook @vrgeschichten
Webseite (Texterin): https://polaweiss.com
Webseite (Blog): https://vrgeschichten.de
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SAM WESOLEK PARTICIPANTS
"I am Sam Wesolek, French freelance Narrative Designer & Writer for 

video games. I am a self-taught learner, always engaged in learning new 
skills, softwares, ways of designing and topics. I already worked on 
many game jam projects, which were prototypes for innovative or 
unusual concepts (crime "noir" story without texts, a game during which 
you lose control of your character, and so on) or for non mainstream 
topics (rituals of death, depression, gender nonconformity). I’m also 
creating two personal projects: one interactive story about masking in 
autism and one series of wholesome visual novels based on Soulsborne 
universes. Finally, I have a background in cinema & dramatic arts, so I’m 
on board for these types of projects too, and so enthusiastic for projects 
mixing cinema, dramatic arts and video games!"
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Ana is the Immersive Curator at Tribeca Festival. In 2020-22 she 
was Head of Studio at Kaleidoscope, an American-French immersive 
production company specialising in virtual and hybrid event production, 
and fostering up-and-coming projects and talent. Partnering with the 
Museum of Other Realities, Kaleidoscope has been on the bleeding 
edge of virtual event production, co-creating a number of immersive 
gatherings including the biggest VR exhibition in virtual reality at 
Cannes XR/Marché du Film, a first virtual fashion show with RYOT/
Verizon Media, and a first national collection of immersive art with 
Digital Catapult/UKRI. Kaleidoscope co-produced a number of 
acclaimed VR experiences, including 'Spheres', starring Jessica 
Chastain and Patti Smith and executive produced by Darren Aronofsky, 
'Battlescar', starring Rosario Dawson, and ‘Evolver’ executive 
produced by Terrence Malick.

Ana collaborates with public funds (Creative Europe MEDIA), NGO, 
universities and business. Former Discovery Group Producer and 
Director, and Multimedia Lead at the Grand Theatre–National Opera in 
Warsaw, she has over 15 years of experience in audiovisual content 
and event production working across TV, film, digital media and 
theatre. She is also the author of awarded documentary and virtual 
reality projects.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/anabrzezinska/
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ANA BRZEZINSKA MENTORS
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Toby Coffey is Head of Digital Development at the National Theatre 
where in 2016 he established the Immersive Storytelling Studio.

 
The Studio examines how Virtual, Mixed and Augmented Reality 

along with other emerging technologies can widen and enhance the 
NT’s remit to be a pioneer of dramatic storytelling and to enable an 
audience to stand in the shoes of another.

 
The Studio has had its portfolio of projects shown at the Venice, 

Sundance, Tribeca and London Film Festivals, IDFA, National Theatre, 
The Young Vic, MoMA and TATE Modern.

 
The Studio’s work includes: fabulous wonder.land a VR music video 

accompanying the National Theatre's wonder.land stage show; enter 
wonder.land a 10 installation immersive exhibition to accompany the 
same which attracted more than 90,000 visitors over a 5 month period; 
HOME : Aamir, a cinematic VR verbatim documentary; Draw Me Close 
a VR performance between one audience member and a live 
performer; All Kinds of Limbo a communal, volumetrically captured, 
musical performance; Madame Kalamazoo a magical journey into 
storytelling where daily stories were emailed to parents / guardians 
during the 2020 lockdown that were set in their own homes, featuring 
the children themselves as the main characters; Museum of Austerity a 
mixed reality exhibition that preserves memories of public and private 
events from the austerity era, and: All Kinds of Limbo XR which allows 
audiences worldwide to experience the same communal musical 
performance simultaneously in a number of different ways: via a Virtual 
Reality headset, as Augmented Reality on a phone or tablet, or as a 
desktop experience.

 
Whilst at the National Theatre Toby has co-produced the 

documentary Making War Horse revealing the creative process and 
groundbreaking techniques behind one of the most popular and 
acclaimed productions in the NT’s history. He was executive co-
producer for: Alan Bennett and the Habit of Art, a BAFTA nominated 
film and winner of the Royal Television Society Award for Arts 
documentary; and Frankenstein: A Modern Myth - exploring the 
relevance of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein to modern society using 
Danny Boyle’s National Theatre production as a central reference 
point.

 
Toby has over 20 years expertise in the digital arena from creative, 

technical, production and social perspectives.

↑  BACK TO CONTENTS

TOBY COFFEY MENTORS
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Mads Damsbo is the founder and creative producer at Makropol, an 
innovative production studio based in Copenhagen. Mads focuses on 
developing unheard narratives, utilizing emerging technology, 
provoking unexpected emotions and experiences in diverse audiences. 
Schooled as a Producer from the progressive filmschool Super16 and 
with a bachelor in Media Directing from the Danish School of Media 
and Journalism, Mads has since become an expert on the production 
of immersive media narratives, giving lectures, organizing workshops 
and teaching masterclasses all around the world.

 
His latest production END OF NIGHT won the Venice Lion for “Best 

Immersive Narrative”. 

See all Mads' projects at www.makropol.dk

MADS DAMSBO MENTORS

XR industry veteran, seasoned producer with a demonstrated history 
of working with festivals, public and cultural organizations. She is an 
Iranian, French Canadian producer based between Paris and 
Montreal. Since 2014, Katayoun Dibamehr she has collaborated with 
Montreal’s Festival nouveau cinema as the head of the new media 
program “FNC EXPLORE”. In 2018, she joined Floréal Films, 
production company dedicated to producing feature films, short films 
and immersive experiences based in Paris and she has dedicated her 
time fully to support artists.  Member of the Venice Biennale College 
Alumni, mentor for Rotterdam International Film Festival’s CineMart 
Immersive cohort, she is behind The Hangman at Home - VR, the 2020 
Grand Jury Prize at Venice Film Festival, nominated and shortlisted for 
Cesar and Oscars for the short animation film in 2022, the ‘’beautifully-
crafted’’ VR film,  Minimum Mass by Raqi Syed and Areito Echevarria, 
recipient of Crystal for Best VR at Annecy International Animation Film 
Festival in 2021 and more recently the ground breaking and the 
acclaimed Goliath: Playing with Reality by Barry Gene Murphy and 
May Abdalla, recipient of the Grand Jury Prize at Venice Film Festival 
in 2022. 

KATAYOUN DIBAMEHR MENTORS
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Alex has worked in Film and Media since over 20 years. After studies 
of MultiMediaArt and International Co-Production he worked at 
Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg for the curation of interdisciplinary 
content developmet labs where he implemented Hackathons into the 
curriculum as early as 2013. His work as a producer and thinker brought 
him together with partners like RedBull, Universal London, Cern, LMU 
Munich, Goethe Institute and many others. 6 years ago he founded 
expanding focus GmbH, a XR and Games studio situated in Leipzig.

ALEXANDER HERRMANN MENTORS

Matthias is a digital storyteller, certified ux designer and scrum 
master. I develop content and impact strategies for companies, NGOs, 
foundations and the public sector. For Bayerischer Rundfunk, I have 
been heading the storytelling lab audience: first since 2015 and in the 
Digital Developments & Social Media department I develop program 
innovations such as the messenger project #icheisner or the XR 
installation “Die Rettung”.

In 2017 I was appointed a fellow of the Federal Cultural and Creative 
Industries. I have received numerous awards for my journalistic and 
artistic work, most recently for #icheisner the Parliament Media Prize 
of the German Bundestag 2020 and for “Die Rettung” with the New 
Realities Award 2020.  I am currently working on a social VR 
experience called "Munich 72". The project deals with the 1972 
Olympic Games and the Munich Massacre.

MATTHIAS LEITNER MENTORS
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N  athalie is a pioneer Virtual Reality creator and a globally recognized 
consultant, educator, and public speaker. A former NASA AI scientist 
and visual effects artist, she combines her artistic passion with a solid 
scientific and technical background to explore new frontiers in VR 
interactive storytelling and embodiment. She is the founder of 
NativeVR, an independent VR studio in California, where she focuses 
on creating immersive experiences with a transformative and social 
impact, generating a more diverse and equitable future.

Her interactive 360 film UTURN, a comedy raising awareness on the 
gender gap in the tech industry, was nominated for best interactive 
experience at the Raindance and FIVARS festivals and screened at a 
dozen international film festivals. She received a writing grant from the 
French Film Board (CNC) for her VR project in development, Wallada, 
which explores themes of trauma and healing through poetry, 
calligraphy, and volumetric video. She recently produced The Friend 
VR with video artist John Sanborn and director David Lawrence (Inside 
Covid19), which will be exhibited at the ZKM Center for Art and Media 
in Germany during July-Oct 2022.

She has contributed to dozens of VR projects as director, producer 
or post-prod supervisor for JauntVR, Condition One, Google, 
Facebook, World Vision, and created visual effects for feature films like 
Fast & Furious 6, Skyfall and Dark Knight Rises. She is also a public 
speaker and has taught Immersive Media and VR at UC Berkeley, 
Drexel University, University of the Arts and BVAC Media.

NATHALIE MATHÉ MENTORS

Elisabeth works in the field of virtual reality (VR) and is particularly 
concerned with the application areas of 3D, game engines, virtual 
reality and animation. Since 2017, she has been working at the Leibniz 
Supercomputing Centre (LRZ) of the Bavarian Academy of Sciences 
and Humanities in Garching at the Centre for Virtual Reality and 
Visualisation (V2C). The V2C uses state-of-the-art technologies to 
offer researchers support in the field of VR software and hardware as 
well as data visualisation. Elisabeth specialises in game engines and 
3D and uses these tools for various projects from art history to 
visualisation.  Her own research focuses on virtual reality interfaces 
and visualisations of large data sets. She also teaches on the topics of 
virtual reality and the use of game engines in research. She has also 
gained experience with VR in exhibition contexts: at the Campus 
Exhibition of Ars Electronica 2017, in collaboration with Kunsthalle 
München and as part of the Science and Fiction Festival 2021 at the 
Deutsches Museum.

ELISABETH MAYER MENTORS
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Curator, executive producer and pioneer of immersive and interactive 
creative media.

Liz is Curator of Venice Biennale’s International Film Festival's Official 
Selection and Competition programme Venice Immersive, Executive 
Producer of immersive content accelerator programme, CreativeXR, led 
by Arts Council England and Digital Catapult and the CEO & Founder of 
trail-blazing innovation company Power to the Pixel. She has an 
extensive network and knowledge of international talent, financiers and 
distributors across the immersive entertainment and arts space.

Throughout her career, Liz has helped international media businesses 
and artists to innovate and adapt their practice to evolving platforms, 
tools and audiences. She has advised countless leading international 
festivals, media organisations and national and regional funds.

She is invited regularly to speak at leading events and institutions 
around the world including the Cannes International Film Festival, 
Berlinale, Unity for Humanity Summit, Screen International 
Conferences, TEDx Transmedia, BAFTA and many more around the 
world. She has served as a jury member for numerous international 
festivals and funding programmes. 

Liz is a board director of The Space commissioning fund for digital 
arts projects), a founding board member of Immerse UK whose content 
subgroup she chairs and Latin American new media organisation 
Mediamorfosis. She is a member of BAFTA, the International Academy 
of Digital Arts and Sciences, The Guild of Future Architects and a 
fellow of the RSA. 

↑  BACK TO CONTENTS

LIZ ROSENTHAL MENTORS
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Sylvia is a Professor of Artificial Intelligence in Media Production at 
the University of Television and Film (HFF) in Munich. She studied 
mathematics and worked as a software developer and filmmaker 
before realizing her first VR projects. Her research at the field of 
Cinematic VR has been presented at numerous conferences and 
journals. Sylvias doctoral thesis was awarded the ARD/ZDF media 
prize. In May 2022 she started the professorship „Artificial Intelligence 
in Media Production“ at HFF Munich. She wants to encourage young 
people to realize AI-based media projects.
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SYLVIA ROTHE MENTORS

Santeri Suominen is an operator of the immersive tech field specializing 
in hands-on early-stage incubation of XR/metaverse startups, cross-
disciplinary innovation and arts. He’s the incubation program manager at 
Helsinki XR Center, metaverse activist and an advocate of critical 
education of immersive technology applications across societies. Santeri 
engages many parallel and interconnected XR networks through Helsinki 
XR Center, Finnish XR Association FIVR, XR4Europe and VRT Game 
Hub. Virtual reality doesn’t exist, it is created.

SANTERI SUOMINEN MENTORS
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Tamiko was awarded the 2018 SAT Montreal Visionary Pioneer 
Award for (now) over 35 years of media artworks exploring place, 
space, the body and cultural identity in political and socially critical 
artworks. She was lead product designer on the Connection Machine 
CM-1/CM-2 (1986/1987), the first commercial artificial intelligence 
supercomputer and in 1989 fastest computer in the world. These 
machines influenced Google’s AI technology, inspired Steve Jobs‘ 
designs, and are in the collections of MoMA NY and the Smithsonian 
Institution. Her AI artworks include Lend Me Your Face! (2020) 
deepfake video installation, and Lend Me Your Face: Go Fake Yourself! 
(2021), The Photographer’s Gallery London commission for an online 
net art version.

Her first VR was as producer/creative director of Starbright World 
(1994-1997) with Steven Spielberg. Her own VR artwork Beyond 
Manzanar (2000) was the first VR artwork collected by a US art 
museum (San Jose Museum of Art, 2002). She created Land of Cloud 
(2017) as GoogleVR Tilt Brush Artist in Residence, and Atmos 
Sphaerae (2021) for DiMoDA 4.0 VR platform curated by Whitney 
curator Christiane Paul.

Her first augmented reality artwork was ARt Critic Face Matrix 
(2010), in a path-breaking intervention into MoMA NY, followed by 
Shades of Absence in an intervention into the 2011 Venice Biennale. 
Many invitational AR shows and commissions followed: Biomer 
Skelters (2013) from FACT Liverpool, Brush the Sky (2015) from Wing 
Luke Museum of the Asian-Pacific Experience, Gardens of the 
Anthropocene (2016) from Seattle Art Museum, Unexpected Growth 
(2018) from Whitney Museum (first edition in the collection, second 
edition auctioned as a NFT at Christie's NY), and most recently 
ReWildAR (2021) for the 175th anniversary of the Smithsonian 
Institution.
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TAMIKO THIEL MENTORS
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Paulina is an experienced product specialist from Rokoko, a motion 
capture company based in Copenhagen, Denmark. Throughout her 
experience gained through her education and career path by working 
and studying in four different countries, she developed her passion for 
animation and game design. Working for tech companies opened the 
doors to independent thinking that challenges her to go beyond the 
mundane ideas from “inside the box.” She is a staunch believer in the 
power of democratizing expensive and inaccessible tools of traditional 
filmmaking to all creators. Her previous experience has become a 
manifestation of bridging technology and innovation to make 
professional motion capture more accessible, easy and creative.

↑  BACK TO CONTENTS

PAULINA WIECZOREK MENTORS
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PARTICIPANTS
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LUKASZ ALWAST PARTICIPANTS
Lukasz is the Worldbuilding Director at Everdome, a narrative 

metaverse project setup in a near-future Martian environment. He 
coordinates the efforts of an interdisciplinary team of concept 
designers, architects, game designers and science consultants. 

In his previous roles, as a Creative Producer and Chief Development 
Officer at Science Now and Stellar Fireworks, he was involved in a 
number of experience design projects ranging from the award-winning 
Polish Pavilion at the EXPO 2020 Dubai, the permanent exhibition 
design of the Urban Engineering Museum in Cracow, Poland, and 
amusement park spectacular shows. 

Lukasz’s profile blends experiences from the creative industries and 
entertainment with his earlier interests in science and innovation policy. 
His roles included working at Platige Image, a leading Polish VFX and 
animation design studio, the Future Cities Catapult, a UK-based 
technology and urban innovation center, and internships at NESTA, the 
UK’s innovation agency, in its foresight and futures teams.

Lukasz is a laureate of the 2017 annual “New Europe 100” award, a 
recognition by Res Publica, Google, Visegrad Fund and the Financial 
Times for emerging central and eastern European innovators.

↑  BACK TO CONTENTS

ÁGNES KAROLINA BAKK PARTICIPANTS
Ágnes Karolina Bakk is a narrative designer and researcher at 

Moholy-Nagy University of Art and Design’s Innovation Center. She 
focuses on immersive storytelling & the science of magic, and currently 
leads two research projects: 1. on romantic relationships in Metaverse-
like environments 2. psychological restoration in a specific VR prototype. 
She is the founder of the Zip-Scene conference (next edition 2022 
November); cofounder of Random Error Studio, a lab that supports 
various VR productions and the curator of Vektor VR section. She 
teaches immersive&VR- storytelling, speculative design and presented 
at various conferences and platforms from Moscow to Montreal and at 
festivals (e.g. DokLeipzig). She is currently involved in several video 
game productions and works on her own artistic VR creation. 

bakkagnes@gmail.com
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CHARLOTTE BRUNEAU PARTICIPANTS
Charlotte Bruneau is a journalist and Filmmaker from Luxembourg. 

She spends her time between Baghdad in Iraq where she works as a 
journalist and producer and Luxembourg, either working on her VR 
projects or hiking in the forest. The Assembly is her first immersive 
project, co-created in the framework of the European Capital of Culture 
2022 in Esch, Luxembourg and Kaunas, Lithuania. During this 
immersive journey into sound, visitors enter an interactive installation 
where they experience a live performance and a multiplayer VR 
experience exploring the memory of our voices.

Charlotte is now working on The Dollhouse, an animated interactive 
VR experience co-produced in Luxembourg and Canada. During the 
experience, you follow 9-year-old Nour who uses her dollhouse to 
revisit her family’s past and understand why the migrant domestic 
worker living with them is trying to run away.

charlotte_bruneau@yahoo
+352 691 824 256
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MARIA-ELENA DOYLE PARTICIPANTS
Maria-Elena is an award winning director and writer. Her work has 

been described as poetic, otherworldly, dynamic and often times 
experimental. Her style cuts through narrative to reveal the underlying 
emotional core. 

The space in between worlds, human nature and our connection with 
nature are re-occurring themes in all of Maria-Elena work. 

AFTA  AWARD winner in 2011 for short film ‘Meniscus’. vAwarded the 
IADT Writers Guild Ireland Award 2019. In 2017 Maria-Elena won the 
AERLINGUS FILM-MAKER AWARD for Goodbye, Darling, funded by 
Screen Ireland She has directed 6 award winning short films, a 
documentary and written an award winning dramatic feature screenplay. 

In 2020 Maria-Elena attended the TORINO TV SERIES LAB with her 
Tv series Parousia Maria-Elena is currently in post-production with her 
next film “Mycelium” a blend of period drama and dance theatre.

www.maria-elenadoyle.org
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CLAIRE FLAMMANG PARTICIPANTS
ART & DRAMA TEACHER | ARTIST | CREATIVE ICT | PROJECT 
COORDINATOR

Art & Drama Teacher, LAML, Luxembourg - 2000 – Now
• Major projects: Kult’SCHMULL (2011, 2014), The Pimpraiders 

(2009), Aline meets Wonderland (inclusion of AR & VR, 2019)  
    

Innovative Project Coordinator, SCRIPT, Ministry of Education, 
Luxembourg — 2016 - Now
• National coordination of "Digital Sciences" - 2020 - now  
• Coordination of the national Art Teacher’s Day , Luxembourg 

(2019, 2021, 2022)
• Co-coordination of the national eduMedia Days & tablUcation  

    
Projectmanagement and digital literacy, LAML, Luxembourg
• 2002 - now: implementation of project weeks in school, 

methodology, digital literacy & digital shift in school
• Alin&Art Workshop Days - 2014 - now     

Art shows
• Last show: Collective exhibition, Bâtiment 4, CUEVA, Esch-Alzette, 

Luxembourg 

IG: @walking_on_fluo @t_h_e_a_l_i_n_e @iteach_rt claire
flammang@me.com
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SUSANA GRILO PARTICIPANTS

https://linktr.ee/su__me
susana@curiositystudio.com

Susana is a storyteller who has produced films & live events, worked 
in the 5 times Oscar-nominated Cartoon Saloon & has more than 10 
years of S.M. management experience. Now, she is a Creative 
Producer at the Festival of Curiosity, curating the XR strand, & at 
Curiosity Studio, contributing to the online presence of films like The 
Inventor by Jim Capobianco (Pixar hit Ratatouille).

She has been a cross-media advocate for more than 11 years, 
having given talks & been in panels about the use of XR in storytelling 
since 2014, incl. London Book Fair, CannesXR, VR Days Europe.

Susana has been in the filmmaking, publishing, games & fashion 
industries in a myriad of roles always connected by content creation & 
storytelling.

She is currently the co-chair of the Entertainment Advisory Group at 
the Academy of International Extended Reality. 
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LILIANA GRZYBOWSKA PARTICIPANTS

↑  BACK TO CONTENTS

Having worked as a Development Producer in factual Television and 
advertising for clients including the BBC, Discovery, Thomson Reuters 
or Whatsapp, later I found my niche in creative tech companies, such 
as Emmy Award winning content studio RYOT. Currently, I’m producing 
an independent hybrid feature documentary and a VR experience 
developed at Venice Biennale College Cinema.  I’d love to design 
stories and experiences that build deep and lasting connections with 
people. Recently, I have been selected for a number of industry 
programmes, such as Virtual Production Lab at Futures Academy in 
London, Film London Production Finance Market or KIPA (Polish 
Producer’s Alliance) accelerator. 

SIGRID ANITA HAUGEN PARTICIPANTS

sigridanitahaugen@gmail.com
+4791754674

Sigrid Anita is an audio-visual composer from Oslo, Norway. At 
present, she is working on her Ph.D. in Music for film and visual media 
of the 21st century at the Technological University Dublin (TU Dublin) 
focusing on immersive adaptive music for XR. Her music is very much 
focused on storytelling and experimentation with auditory perception, 
by combining advanced dramaturgy in music with interactive game 
design.

Her work has been premiered at the Gala film concert in Varna 
(2016), TV2 Norway (2017), United Nations HQ in New York as part of 
the women ́s rights day (2018), Nordic VR (2019) the opening of the 
National Library in Oslo (2020), VR Europe (2021), New Music Dublin 
(2022), among others.
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DANIEL KORCSMAR PARTICIPANTS

+49 176 7907 3236 
daniel.korcsmar@gmail.com 
linkedin.com/in/danielkorcsmar 
WWW.PUZZLEDANIEL.COM

↑  BACK TO CONTENTS

Part Engineer, Part Business Developer, 100% Artist.
Daniel was born in Budapest, to engineering parents, his father from 

Hungary and his mother from Kazakhstan. Being from 2 different 
cultures had a big impact on his identity. As a child, Daniel was 
hospitalised frequently because of accidents (losing sight in one eye), 
and spent most time reading. He started painting around the age of 16, 
and earned an architectural engineering degree in Scotland, but quit 
working in construction. Deciding to move to Berlin, he worked on 
creating a VR gallery that combines 2D art with 3D to 4D elements, to 
connect cultures around the world in one mixed reality space. To have 
the skills and capital to build this place, Daniel went to an accelerator, 
worked at start-ups for 5 years and earned an MBA to have the 
business knowledge and one day, build Puzzled Gallery. 

MARTINA KRASTEV PARTICIPANTS

www.martinakrastevdesign.com
krastevmartina@gmail.com
linkedin.com/in/martina-k-ab2774a3
ig: mkvr9976

I have been working as an industrial / product designer since 2012, 
mostly in the tech field. Many of my designs have been mass-produced 
and have won awards. I firmly believe my work has enhanced peoples’ 
everyday lives. Since 2019, reflecting on the current climate crisis, I 
decided to alter the scope of my practice and focus on a less 
materialistic approach. 

I completed the MA in Media Spaces / New Media Design at the 
University of Europe for Applied Sciences Berlin in 2022, having found 
a new passion: Virtual Reality. For my Thesis ‘The New Atmosphere of 
Death: Liminality, Olfactory and Pathicity in VR’ I created the 
experience ‘MetaHeaven: the Pathic Aesthetics of the Afterlife’ 
combining cinematic VR with olfactory art. My aim is to further explore 
the combination of Virtual Reality and smells, for even stronger 
immersion and presence.
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JOHANNES KRELL PARTICIPANTS

johannes.krell@gmx.de
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"Born in Halle (Saale), he studied audiovisual media and camera in 
Berlin. Since 2008 he has been working freelance as a director, 
cinematographer and sound designer. In 2013, he participated in the 
Professional Media Masterclass as part of Werkleitz - Center for 
Media Arts. In 2019 he completed his postgraduate studies 'Media 
Arts' at the Academy of Media Arts Cologne. His audiovisual works 
explore the interfaces between Subjective Perception and the 
possibilities of representation of audiovisual Media. Since 2019 he 
lives and works in Leipzig."

RAFAEL LEAL PARTICIPANTS

rafael@dedalotv.com
www.rafaelleal.com
Twitter/Instagram/Tiktok @laelleafar

RAFAEL LEAL is a screenwriter, director, VR artist and executive 
producer born in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and based in Berlin. With a 
long trajectory writing and developing stories for film and TV, which 
include the feature film “Cedo Demais/Too Soon” (Fox) and TV shows 
“A Dona da Banca/Queenpin” (CineBrasilTV) and “Jungle Pilot” (NBC 
Universal), recently Rafael has been creating more and more 
immersive and interactive screenwork, making a professional 
transitioning towards the media of the future. PhD in Film at 
Fluminense Federal University, Rafael did Doctoral Research in 
Germany. with a grant awarded by DAAD, about Screenwriting for VR. 
Between 2016 and 2022 he taught Screenwriting and New Media 
graduate and undergraduate courses at the Pontifical Catholic 
University of Rio de Janeiro.
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MICHAL LOVECKY PARTICIPANTS

michal@cyanplanet.org

↑  BACK TO CONTENTS

Michal is an ocean lover, entrepreneur, and creative technologist. 
He believes in the convergence of technology, arts, and science, as 
the magic formula to ensure our sustainable future. Saving a turtle 
while freediving flipped his life upside-down and set him on a journey 
of chasing sustainable innovations tackling climate change and 
biodiversity loss.

Being madly in love with all immersive, he obsesses about 
exceptional UX, freediving, emerging technologies, anything ocean&air 
related, and metaverse futures - dreaming about Matrix-like retirement.

He co-founded Cyan Planet, a company utilizing XR for marine 
protection, and established the first XR studio - Go360 - in Prague, 
Czechia, in 2015. He has been awarded by Deloitte for high standards 
in innovation.

Experience. Create. Change

NICOLE POPST PARTICIPANTS

www.nanuku.art
@nicolecstrasse

Nicole Popst (aka Nicole C. Strasser) is a physicist and 
multidisciplinary artist working in the fields of immersive spatial 
experiences, XR, and audio-visual installations. 

Her work thrives to facilitate the integration of science & technology 
into art, weaving hybrid collaborations between science, media arts 
and performance and creating multi-sensory spatial stories that 
communicate with the occupants and enhance their spatial experience.

Nicole is currently based in Germany, Munich where she works in 
collaboration with other media artist, scientists and performance 
artists, her work can be found at www.nanuku.art and on instagram @
nicolecstrasse
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ULA SOWA PRZYBYLSKA PARTICIPANTS
I am a visual anthropologist and a creative technologist. Currently 

working as a director on a VR documentary about anger, bees and 
women's protests called "SWARM". I am interested in utopias, 
feminism, social movements and collectivism. I want to explore the 
documentary potential of game-like experiences. 

u.tiruriru@gmail.com
+491777924435
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VERÓNICA A. RODRÍGUEZ PARTICIPANTS
Verónica A. Rodríguez (aka IamVR) is a communication professional 

specialized in virtual reality. She has a degree in Audiovisual 
Communication, a Master in Transmedia Storytelling and Branded 
Content and a Specialization Certificate in Virtual Reality Production. 
She has worked in branded content and marketing agencies and 
participated in various VR projects and companies, including the 
presentation of the XR Report on the state of the virtual and 
augmented reality industry in Spain in 2018 (Oarsis & TAD) and the 
organization of the Virtual Reality Day initiative (2018-2020.

She has worked at XR startups (Oarsis,  BeFootball VR), 
participated in 360 VR films and in hackathons (Garage Stories VR 
Storytelling Lab, Cannes XR Challenge, Latam New Voices). She 
works as producer and marketing manager in Out of the Blue Games 
on an unannounced VR game. She’s also part of Real o Virtual, the 
main media outlet and hispanic speaking XR community since 2013. 

veronica.iamvr@gmail.com
https://i-amvr.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/veronica-a-rodriguez-i-amvr/
https://twitter.com/veronica_IamVR
https://www.instagram.com/i.amvr/
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DRAGOS SILION PARTICIPANTS
I am an AR/VR creative developer with about 6 years of experience. 

In 2019 I started working by myself/freelancing and now I and a few 
friends work (and try to spread the work about XR) under the brand of 
ColorfulCoding. 

  
Besides that, we launched @ArtLink AR App, a platform where we 

host artworks from 250+ artists. There we experiment and try to learn 
the best means to express in AR. I consider it a promising gateway for 
many creatives to the amazing world of immersive technologies. 

  
My main interests are Social VR, Education, and, more recently, 

expression/storytelling through technology, since I started to realize 
every product has an underlying story that we buy. That, and also 
because I need to stop postponing my own creative ideas. 

https://colorfulcoding.com/portofolio 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dragos-silion 
Twitter: @silidragos 
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JENNIFER SHORTALL PARTICIPANTS
Director Jennifer Shortall has a wide range of experience in both 

creative and production roles in a variety of film and media projects.

Beginning as a theatre director in 2008, she completed her 
undergraduate in Theatre and Film at TCD and was featured in the 
Advanced Director’s Showcase in her final year with a full scale 
production of Caryl Churchill’s The Skriker.

She joined the fourth cohort of the Filmbase Masters in Digital 
Feature Film Production in 2013 and went on to direct her debut 
feature film that year, Poison Pen (2014). It won Best Narrative film at 
the Ojai Film Festival in California in 2015 and screened at festivals 
around the world.

In January 2022, she participated in the Venice Biennale College 
Cinema VR with her debut VR film, Keeper, which is currently in 
development.

jenshortall@gmail.com
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ANNE SIMON PARTICIPANTS
I am a play director working mostly between Luxembourg, the US, 

Austria and Germany and the UK. I come from a traditional drama and 
theatre background (think: actors on a proscenium stage performing 
anything from Shakespeare to Sam Shepard) yet have developed quite 
some original, ensemble-devised work. This has then led me to create 
immersive theatre (think: dropping the audience in a forest at night, 
split them up from their group and follow an actor they randomly meet 
until they get lost again; or : a very artisanal virtual live theatre during 
lockdown). As I love to develop multi-narrative, multi-levelled 
experiences, the idea of integrating XR into that process has become 
very appealing: another layer to affirm and enhance theatre’s innate 
immediacy and tactility.

simonanne@icloud.com
+352 691637332
anne-simon.com
Insta: unsimon2simons3simons
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SARAH SILVERBLATT-BUSER PARTICIPANTS
Sarah is a movement artist and writer expanding into XR worlds. 

From the US and based in Paris, she tours internationally with Yoann 
Bourgeois, performing, creating, assisting, and giving workshops on 
the company’s research on games. She also dances with 
choreographer François Veyrunes. In 2021, Sarah choreographed and 
performed in mocap for an AR experience at the Musée d’Orsay, 
produced by Lucid Realities and directed by Gordon. Her upcoming 
project as creator of a collective movement XR experience is made in 
collaboration with Pierre Zandrowicz at Atlas V. Her work focuses on 
the intersection of presence in performing arts and XR, embodiment, 
movement identity, and collective empathy through movement. Sarah 
earned her BA from Barnard College of Columbia University in NYC in 
sociology and dance. s.silverblatt.buser@gmail.com  @silver_sarah   
www.sarahsilverblatt.com

s.silverblatt.buser@gmail.com 
ig @silver_sarah 
www.sarahsilverblatt.com
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VIKTORIA SZABO PARTICIPANTS
Viktoria Szabo is a Budapest based creative media professional 

working in the field of digital storytelling and documentaries. She 
started her career in film sales in Germany and turned into production 
after moving back to Hungary. Currently, she is a lecturer at Moholy-
Nagy University of Art and Design.

Her fields of interest include digital narratives, narrative practices, 
the intersection of storytelling and technology, science communication 
and transmedia storytelling. She worked with many different media 
formats from TV to VR. She is passionate about finding new narrative 
formats and unique stories.
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PIET SONCK PARTICIPANTS
"A digital native in an old body", dixit a headhunter ... media ADHD-

like marketeer/storyteller with strong strategic & visionary sensibilities, 
trying to inject new business opportunities/M&As into the media's 
fast-changing product portfolio.

On top of this, still finetuning skills towards transmedia audio-visual 
TV & movie projects as well, because I still believe in the "old-but-wise" 
statement '(contextual storytelling) Content is King'.

Thomas More (Media School) students, both in Mechelen/Belgium & 
L.A./USA, can enjoy my A-to-Z courses/workshops/bootcamps, where 
theory meets practice.

Independent writer/director/producer of small/short/long-form content 
like movie/TV/video productions/(VR)(music video)clips. Trademark 
elements are silent movie settings, one-shot sequence shots & 
screwball comedy dialogue ... preferably in combination. 

Currently in different stages of production: docu/reality series, VR 
youth series, TV series & feature films. Co-author of the book "Be the 
story: Transmedia storytelling for content makers" (Dutch language 
- spring '21).

pietsonck.gypsyproductions@gmail.com  
https://be.linkedin.com/in/pietsonck
https://twitter.com/pietsonck
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BARNA SZASZ PARTICIPANTS
Barna is a filmmaker & XR storyteller splitting his time between his 

hometown Budapest and San Francisco, interested in what XR can do 
for documentary and humanity. He is a graduate of Stanford University’s 
MFA Documentary program where he also lectures on XR storytelling.

Barna’s documentary work was acquired by The Guardian and PBS, 
Staff-Picked at Vimeo, and screened at DOC NYC, DOK Leipzig, and 
other festivals. His XR projects have been part of NewImages & 
Sheffield markets; as a CPH:LAB fellow he’s developed Kvöldvaka, a 
multi-sensory AR docthat aims to redefine our relationship with nature, 
in the era of climate change, and If These Streets Could Talk, a 
location-based interactive Mixed Reality experience that corrects the 
historically distorted media representation of the Holocaust. 

IG: @instabarna_
email: hello@barnaszasz.com
www: barnaszasz.com
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PAWEŁ SZARZYŃSKI PARTICIPANTS
Animator, graphic designer, co-creator of the artistic collective: kilku.

com. Former teacher of graphics at the Warsaw School of Photography 
and Graphic Design. Freelancer since 2007 in the advertising industry 
with companies such as Prodigious, FCB, National Geographic, 
Discovery Channel and many others. Specialized in: Graphic Design, 
2D/3D and procedural animation.
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VASIL VASILEV PARTICIPANTS
Digital enthusiast, who has been almost all his life at the crossroad 

between art and technology. Vasil graduated with a Master of Arts in 
Multimedia Communications at HMTM Hannover, Germany. His career 
path goes through an interactive agency, a publishing house, a cultural 
institute and corporations. All the time he has been enjoying and 
experimenting with a variety of storytelling instruments - acting, 
improvisation, writing, photography, videography and since recently 
- VR. Passionate improviser who discovered improvisational theatre 7 
years ago, and this led him to look at the world on its brighter side. 

v.s.vasilev@gmail.com
Phone/WhatsApp: +359888968614
FB: https://www.facebook.com/vasil.stoyanov.vasilev
IG: @vasco.s.v
LI: https://www.linkedin.com/in/vasil-vasilev-9561b26/
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MATT TONER PARTICIPANTS
"Matt Toner is a serial entrepreneur, investor, digital media producer, 

narrative designer, visiting professor, and sometime showrunner for 
children's animation. His most recent venture was an AR application for 
smart playgrounds that was named one of 2019’s Top 100 Inventions by 
Time magazine and one of the world’s Most Innovative Companies by 
Fast Company magazine, among other national and international 
nominations."

matt@zeros2heroes.com
linkedin.com/in/matthewtoner/
01 604 642 6705
@chiefzero
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PARTNERS
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LEA MARIA UNTERSEER PARTICIPANTS
I am a Munich-based dramaturgy MA student (Theater Academy 

August Everding & LMU Munich) with a BA in Italian and a BA in 
English Studies. Currently using the freedom of my studies to 
investigate new ways of storytelling beyond the limitations of traditional 
theater.

Not always 100% sure of the right answer but always asking the right 
questions.

Can help with: generating ideas, creating narratives, structuring 
creative processes, giving constructive feedback, providing insights 
into current discourses in art and theatre, background knowledge on 
literature, music and theater.

lea.unterseer@gmx.de
IG: Lea Unterseer (@_lea_lou_)

GEORG NEUBERT PARTICIPANTS
Georg Neubert was born 1988 in the former GDR. He holds a BA in 

economics from TU Dresden.

He then moved to Munich, where he worked on many facets of 
filmmaking, from writing to distribution.

2014 he took part in the Atelier Ludwigsburg-Paris, a program for 
young European film producers. In 2015, together with Katharina Weser, 
he founded the production company Reynard Films in Leipzig where they 
develop and produce independent content for an international market 
(Shorts, Features, Series, Docs, XR) which have a flair for the magical.

Georg also participated in regional (TP2 Talentpool), national 
(Winterclass - Serial storytelling) and international programs and 
workshops (NisiMasa - European Short Pitch, Robert Bosch Film Prize, 
Red Sea Lodge) for emerging producers and writers.

0049 152 3175 3700
georg@reynardfilms.com
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Ana is the Immersive Curator at Tribeca Festival. In 2020-22 she 
was Head of Studio at Kaleidoscope, an American-French immersive 
production company specialising in virtual and hybrid event production, 
and fostering up-and-coming projects and talent. Partnering with the 
Museum of Other Realities, Kaleidoscope has been on the bleeding 
edge of virtual event production, co-creating a number of immersive 
gatherings including the biggest VR exhibition in virtual reality at 
Cannes XR/Marché du Film, a first virtual fashion show with RYOT/
Verizon Media, and a first national collection of immersive art with 
Digital Catapult/UKRI. Kaleidoscope co-produced a number of 
acclaimed VR experiences, including 'Spheres', starring Jessica 
Chastain and Patti Smith and executive produced by Darren Aronofsky, 
'Battlescar', starring Rosario Dawson, and ‘Evolver’ executive 
produced by Terrence Malick.

Ana collaborates with public funds (Creative Europe MEDIA), NGO, 
universities and business. Former Discovery Group Producer and 
Director, and Multimedia Lead at the Grand Theatre–National Opera in 
Warsaw, she has over 15 years of experience in audiovisual content 
and event production working across TV, film, digital media and 
theatre. She is also the author of awarded documentary and virtual 
reality projects.

ANA BRZEZINSKA MENTORS

Balder H. Brüsch works as a senior digital play designer at The LEGO 
Group.

His focus is prototyping physical/digital play experiences in the Play 
Discovery unit of The LEGO Groups R&D department, Creative Play 
Lab, trying to imagine the future of play.

Balder was born and raised in a traveling circus and has toured the 
festivals of Europe as an electronic musician. He holds a Master of 
Science in game design and has many years of experience working with 
interactive light, sound, video and XR experiences for performances, 
games, and installations.

Balder was the director of volumetric photography and post producer 
on the XR experience END OF NIGHT that won the 2021 Venice Lion 
‘Best Immersive Narrative’ award.
http://balderbrusch.dk/

BALDER BRÜSCH MENTORS
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Carl Emil Carlsen is an artist and designer exploring computation as 
a means of creating audiovisual interactive experiences. His works 
investigate sensory mixed-reality illusions, simulated natural 
phenomena, and visual music, often combined. Reoccurring themes 
include speculative futures, techno utopias, and digital nature. 
Installations and performances have been featured at Ars Electronica 
(Linz), Transmediale (Berlin), Nikolaj Kunsthal (Copenhagen), and 
Click Festival (Helsingør) among other places.

As a designer, he is involved in a range of cultural and commercial 
productions including VR-film, AR product development, interactive 
videography, large-scale video projections, data visualization, and 
other contexts that require highly customized generative real-time 
graphics and invention of new creative tools. He has a history of 
lecturing and conducting workshops related to interactive media.

CARL EMIL CARLSEN MENTORS

Mads Damsbo is the founder and creative producer at Makropol, an 
innovative production studio based in Copenhagen. Mads focuses on 
developing unheard narratives, utilizing emerging technology, 
provoking unexpected emotions and experiences in diverse audiences. 
Schooled as a Producer from the progressive film school Super16 and 
with a bachelor in Media Directing from the Danish School of Media 
and Journalism, Mads has since become an expert on the production 
of immersive media narratives, giving lectures, organizing workshops 
and teaching masterclasses all around the world. His latest production 
END OF NIGHT won the Venice Lion for “Best Immersive Narrative”. 
Mads is the architect of the Prototyping Lab.

See all Mads' projects at www.makropol.dk

MADS DAMSBO MENTORS
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Louis Elwood-Leach is a Designer with The LEGO Group, exploring 
playful and interactive experiences. Originally from New Zealand and 
educated in Industrial Design, Louis freelanced in New York, working 
with interactive technologies such as AR and AI, before his childhood 
ambition brought him to LEGO in 2019. Louis is now part of LEGO’s 
newly formed Interactive Design Team, where his work touches on 
physical-digital concepts across the companies products and 
technology platforms.

elwoodleach.com

LOUIS ELWOOD-LEACH MENTORS

Alex has worked in Film and Media since over 20 years. After studies 
of MultiMediaArt and International Co-Production he worked at 
Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg for the curation of interdisciplinary 
content developmet labs where he implemented Hackathons into the 
curriculum as early as 2013. His work as a producer and thinker brought 
him together with partners like RedBull, Universal London, Cern, LMU 
Munich, Goethe Institute and many others. 6 years ago he founded 
expanding focus GmbH, a XR and Games studio situated in Leipzig.

ALEXANDER HERRMANN MENTORS
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David Oppenheim is a Creative Producer and Executive Producer of 
interactive experiences, most recently at the National Film Board of 
Canada where his recent credits included Draw Me Close, Agence and 
The Book of Distance. His productions have won multiple Webby 
awards, Canadian Screen Awards and a Peabody-Facebook Futures 
of Media Award, and premiered at major festivals including Venice, 
Tribeca, Sundance and TIFF. David is a past resident at the Canadian 
Film Centre’s Media Lab. He is currently completing his Masters of 
Design in mixed reality at OCAD University in Toronto.

Twitter: @davidoppenheim Instagram: @davidoppenheim
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/david-oppenheim/

DAVID OPPENHEIM MENTORS

Chloé Jarry is the executive producer of The Enemy, a virtual and 
augmented reality project directed by Karim Ben Khelifa, unveiled in 
May 2017 at the Arab World Institute in Paris and presented in more 
than four countries (MIT Boston, GIFF Geneva, Tel Aviv Student Film 
Festival, Center Phi Montreal).

In July 2018, she co-founded with the CLPB Media group, the 
production and distribution company Lucid Realities, entirely dedicated 
to immersive and interactive storytelling. In its catalog of projects, we 
find Claude Monet – The Waterlilies Obsession, co-produced with Arte 
and the Musée de l'Orangerie and winner of the Viveport Developer 
Award, 1, 2, 3 Bruegel and Replay Memories by the duo Gordon and 
Andrès Jarach, Endodrome, artwork by Dominique Gonzales-Foerster 
presented at the Venice Art Biennale in 2019. 

In 2021, the company has also released three new projects: Seven 
Grams by Karim Ben Khelifa (official selection at Sundance, Prix 
Nouvelles Ecritures at Fipadoc), The Little Dancer, by Gordon (Grand 
Prix augmented reality application Stereopsia 2021), The Starry Sand 
Beach by Nina Barbier and Huang Hsin-Chien (Official Selection 
Venice Film Festival 2021, Cannes XR 2022, Pixii 2022).

Chloé is also co-President of PXN - the Digital Experiences 
Producers Association. 

CHLOÉ JARRY MENTORS
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Nikolaj Stausbøl (Staus) is a future experience designer with a focus 
on anchoring stories into reality. His projects has a tendency to lean 
towards emulating photorealism w. volumetric capturing and shader 
work pipelines.

Building more than one large scale XR project a year for the past 6 
years has allowed hime to explore what works both from a 
collaborative side and in terms of audience. His work has been 
exhibited at Venice Film Festival, SXSW, Copenhagen Contemporary, 
Las Vegas and more.

Currently deeply fascinated with conversational developing 
processes: Anything that allows for a near realtime dialogue with code 
and digital creativity, be it node based coding in Unreal, Spark or Snap, 
live coding in Hydra or Text to Output machine learning models. Time 
is too short to wait for compiling code :)

NIKOLAJ STAUSBØL MENTORS

Cofounder of the NPO Women in Immersive Technologies Europe 
(WIIT), and member of the World Economic Forum’s Global Future 
Council for VR/AR Sara is collaboratively constructing and exploring 
VR experiences since 2013. A background in communication arts & 
interactive media and in love with the idea of new worlds, Sara is on a 
mission to go beyond the status quo of what immersive virtual realities 
are and explore their diverse potentials for the future. Driven by the 
quest to create deep immersion in her experiences the Berlin based 
futurist is exploring new interaction concepts as well as experimental 
ways of storytelling. By creating immersive installations Sara is working 
with sensors, haptics and the intersection between algorithms and real 
worlds.

Sara lives, works and plays from Berlin or Montreal.

SARA LISA VOGL MENTORS
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SILVIA BAUER PARTICIPANTS
Silvia Bauer is a theatre dramaturg, film curator, lecturer, and 

journalist based in Munich, Germany. Her storytelling practice is 
research-based and rooted in her academic background in Anglophone 
Literatures, postcolonial theories and transnational feminist studies.

Silvia has organized dance conferences on “Embodiment & 
Technology” and academic panels on “Cyberspace & Theatre”. 
Currently she is a member of the Digitality working group in the 
dramaturgy-network Germany. With different performance collectives 
she has been exploring the uses of chatbots, 360° videos, XR spaces 
and binaural soundscapes.

Currently Silvia is working on an immersive exploration of erased 
histories of women in Tech and on manifestations of neoliberalism and 
swindle in the metaverse.

Mail: silvbauer@gmail.com | https://www.linkedin.com/in/silviabauer/
twitter: @silviabauer | Instagram: @silvbauer

JAD DESS PARTICIPANTS
Jad Dess (elle/she/they) is an extended reality creator whose 

practice focuses on the expression of neurodiverse people's internal 
processes, as well as the interoperability and influence of human(s)
[-machines] across metaverses. Her interdisciplinary creative work 
combines storytelling, new media and augmented physical objects, 
with care and concern for the ubiquity of issues, such as the plurality of 
intelligences, genders and futures.

Autodidact with zeal for continuing education, she specializes in 
immersive experiences and environments, futurology and biverse 
textile design. She lives and works in Tiohtià:ke (Montreal), on the 
Web2 and in the Web3.

https://linktr.ee/sojaddess
Social : @sojaddess, Email : sojaddess@gmail.com
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ARIANE DOEHRING PARTICIPANTS
Ariane is a filmmaker and social psychologist with German-Baltic 

and Polish roots. She studied Psychology, Philosophy (B.Sc.) and 
Social Psychology (M.Sc.) in Amsterdam, Vienna and Berlin and took 
film courses at the School of Visual Arts in New York. Since 2019 
Ariane has been directing documentaries on the future of work, 
education and the economy. Intrigued by the potential of VR to 
overcome human biases, she is currently exploring and playing with 
immersive and interactive storytelling formats, combining her 
background in social psychology and filmmaking. Beyond her work as 
a director, Ariane worked at the Max Planck Institute for Human 
Development, at the policy consultancy Rambøll in the "Social and 
Economic Impact" department and is a founding member of the 
"Marille", a model school for innovative and future-oriented education 
funded by the European Social Fund. 

E: arianedoehring@gmail.com, L: 
LinkedIn IG: Arianedejavu

JUAN ANTONIO EGUIGUREN ARIZNA-
BARRETA

PARTICIPANTS
I'm a filmmaker and artist that works for TV and with NGO 

organizations.

I work for a mixture of charitable and commercial clients. I worked as 
an offline editor in the UK with the producers creating the narratives for 
the TV series "Bidding Wars" for Channel 4 and "Today at the Caravan 
Show" for Channel 5.

I have been filming for various NGOs in Guatemala, Bangladesh, 
Nigeria, Mexico, Sierra Leon and Cambodia, documenting the work on 
multiple projects in remote communities of those countries. I feel 
confident in new environments and around different cultures. I have 
excellent adaptability to new challenges.

I co-organised and participated as an artist at the "Baskfest" in 
London, a three-day Basque Art festival to celebrate the year that San 
Sebastian was the European capital of culture.

Instagram @juananone, juananeguiguren.com, edgeoftheforestfilms.com
juananeguiguren@gmail.com, linkedin: juananeguiguren

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ariane-doehring-692732bb/?original_referer=
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LUCIA GALINDO MARTINEZ PARTICIPANTS

ABRAHAM HOMER PARTICIPANTS

Lucia is a Spanish content creator based in Amsterdam. For many 
years she has worked as an Executive Producer, director, and editor 
creating media for the development sector. In 2017 she created her 
first VR experience with the award-winning 360 Marilyn Martínez 
Documentary which portrays a friend of hers, who is a trans woman 
working in the Amsterdam Red-Light district.  Since then, her journey 
in VR has continued with 360 stories and as a Unity developer.

She likes combining her passion for technology, games/XR, with a 
focus on Social Impact stories. She believes that interactive technology 
allows filmmakers to create a more intimate narrative through a 
personalized experience.

Abraham Homer is a 3D artist, certified XR developer and the 
Gaming Technology Supervisor at Children's Hospital Colorado in 
Denver, USA. In his role he leverages his passion for technology such 
video games and Virtual Reality to help hospitalized children feel better 
and heal faster. This is done through recreational play as well as using 
immersive technology for procedural support during things like blood 
draws, IV starts, vaccinations, physical therapy sessions and various 
surgical procedures. Abraham also acts as a consultant and XR 
subject expert for clinicians, providers and developers who are 
interested in integrating immersive technology into their specialty or 
workflow. He is an inaugural member of the Extended Realities 
Program (XRP) at Children’s Hospital Colorado; an interdisciplinary 
group of medical and technology experts that act as a catalyst for the 
integration of technology within healthcare and help to establish XR 
tech as a standard of care within the medical industry. Abraham has 
been at the forefront of clinical XR and technology integrations, 
creating national precedents for pediatric care, such as developing a 
scanning workflow for creating 3D printed legacy items for grieving 
families and new VR treatment methods for various therapies, while 
assisting with clinical research exploring the efficacy of XR for clinical 
use. Abraham received his BFA in Creative Writing and Visual 
Communication from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. After 
graduating he worked as a Graphic Designer for many years, then 
transitioned into the film industry to do special effects, while also acting 
as the Production Manager for various film festivals, before shifting 
full-time to the wonderful world of immersive technology. 

Lucia@lulawaai.com, www.lulawaai.com
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/lucia-galindo-martinez-93617052/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/lucia.lulawaai

Website: Abehomer.com 
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/abraham-homer-19a702179/
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LOUISE KOCH PARTICIPANTS
Louise Koch (DK). MA in Textile, Crafts & Education | MA in 

Cognitive Science. Currently writing on a PhD dissertation about VR/
AR. Besides working as a University Teacher, Supervisor and 
Academic Officer (XR-Technology), Louise also have nine years of 
work experience from graphic design studios in Copenhagen. Over the 
years she has specialized in teaching students and companies about 
how to develop and design products with the human mind in mind.

Louise started working with VR/AR in 2016 and is interested in how 
we can apply the technologies and immersive storytelling in a learning 
perspective. As a freelancer she develops Digital Fashion for the 
Metaverse and was recently a participant in the WIIT Metaverse 
Creation Lab, where she developed an avatar inspired by life in outer 
galaxies. 

Website: www.louisekoch.com, Email: louise@louisekoch.dk
Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/in/metaverse4all
Twitter: https://twitter.com/WhyVirtual
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SJOERD JOOSEN PARTICIPANTS
I am an enthusiastic all-round digital creative from the Netherlands. 

After my Theater, Film and Television Studies at Utrecht University, I 
started working as a marketeer at Theater Rotterdam. TR Live, an 
innovative livestream concept, was a reason for Design & Innovation 
Agency IN10 to ask me to participate in their culture label. From 
November 2022 I will create content for the knowledge center Creating 
010 where they conduct research into digitization and societal 
transformations.

My strength is the combination of my academic background and 
creative hands-on mentality. From an early age I have had a great 
affinity with all aspects of digitization. As a content creator I am mainly 
interested in telling stories that matter. I am also a theater maker. 
Together with my companion I form the cabaret duo Joosen en de 
Jager. We make physical, absurd and musical cabaret.

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/sjoerdjoosen/
Instagram: @_sjojo / @joosenendejager
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LUIZ EVANDRO PARTICIPANTS
Luiz Evandro is a multimedia director from Vetor Lab, which is the 

new narratives division of Vetor Zero in Brazil and from Lobo.cx 
abroad. Luiz has worked for 12 years as a copywriter in some of 
Brazil’s main creative ad agencies, until moving to LA to study graphic 
design at the Art Center College of Design in Pasadena. As a motion 
designer, Luiz worked at FOX MGM in California and, back in Brazil, 
he created and directed opens for Globo TV Network and cable 
channels. Since then, Luiz became a multimedia director and started a 
new hybrid model of production house+creative bureau in Brazil. In the 
last 5 years working for Vetor Zero, Luiz Evandro has conceived and 
directed many innovation pieces that encompass creativity, XR, 
entertainment and technology for Brazil’s main brands which have 
garnered many industry awards worldwide.

http://www.luizevandro16.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/luizevandro16/

NATALYA KOVAL PARTICIPANTS
Accessories designer and product manager evolving into creating 

experiences. Got interested in seeing how people buy not a product 
but the story and feelings about it. 

Completed Immersive technologies bootcamp with SkillsCity in 
Manchester and completed drone racing project for Department 
marketing agency in London. 

Participating in Limitbreak mentoring program for underrepresented 
genders in games industry. Completed hackathon and pre accelerator 
program with startupwise guys and founded studio to work on extreme 
storytelling project in VR. 

Selected to participate in Creative England business mentoring 
programme for games and immersive technologies. 

Particularly interested in creating experiences that can have mass 
commercial appeal.
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CORINNE LINDNER PARTICIPANTS
( Creative director & choreographer for LBE experiences ) 
 
Corinne  was 7 years old when she started her circus training on the 

streets of Finland. She was immediately drawn to this world, a place 
where things that seem impossible become possible.

She received her professional circus education at ESACTO 2011-
2014 (France), and a stage art producer degree from University Jean 
jaures ( France) 2016. 

Her interests have brought her to travel the world; connecting and 
collaborating with people from several art fields, 

both as an artist on stage as well as a creative concept writer - 
choreographer . 

 
In 2016, due to an accident (a six meter fall), she was forced to 

rethink her artistic career. 
Today she is creative director for performative experiences between 

the intersection of contemporary circus, sensorial art and technology.

 Her personal project can be found on : www.fheelconcepts.com 

MAGDALENA MACTAS PARTICIPANTS
Magdalena Mactas is an anthropologist working in multimedia 

communications, research, and audiovisual creation.
With over 12 years of combined professional experience as a 

research consultant and communications specialist, she has worked in 
South America and Europe for International Organisations and the 
private sector. 

Magdalena has developed screenwriting and audiovisual pieces, for 
TV and independent projects. Also, she worked as a journalist, writing 
about cultural and social topics. 

Magdalena is the founder of MAG, a hybrid multimedia and research 
agency based in Geneva, Switzerland, working for international clients.

After being selected for the Startup Academy programme in 
Switzerland, she aims to develop a new project including immersive 
elements.
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ILIADA NDOCI PARTICIPANTS
Iliada comes from Tirana, Albania where she studied Art & Design 

and worked as a graphic designer, social media manager and 
photographer. Inspired by her passion for storytelling, she decided in 
2020 to move to Darmstadt in Germany to pursue her masters degree 
in “Expanded Media”, in which she just recently graduated. She is 
interested in conceptual art, curating, learning and exploring more 
about XR projects and delving deeper into cinematography. 

imndoci@gmail.com 
instagram: @iliadandoc

SILION DRAGOS PARTICIPANTS
I am an XR creative developer with about 6 years of experience, 

under the brand of Colorful Coding, and, more recently, I pursue a 
Ph.D. in XR Digitalization for Institutions.

Through ColorfulCoding, besides freelance projects and consultation 
for companies, I cofounded ArtLink AR, a platform(mobile app) where 
we host artistic XR experiences from 250+ artists, and do 
collaborations with galleries, museums, art festival and so on. Through 
it, we experiment, learn and share with others the best means to 
express in AR. We consider it a friendly gateway for many creatives to 
the amazing world of immersive technologies.

My main interests are Social VR, Education, and, self-expression 
through technology.

Portfolio: https://colorfulcoding.com/portofolio
LinkedIn: dragos-silion, Twitter: @silidragos
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SARA TIRELLI PARTICIPANTS
Sara Tirelli is an italian artist and filmmaker based in Venice. Her 

videos and artworks have been featured in several exhibitions such as 
Q16 Quadriennale d’Arte di Roma, Sonje Art Centre of Seoul, 
Deutsche Bank KunstHalle among others. In 2017 she was selected as 
Artist in Production in Residency in Sweden where she developed her 
first VR artwork “Medusa”. She has held various panel about her 
research within immersive storytelling among the others “Bodies, 
Movement and AI in VR” at Goldsmiths University of London and 
“Future Narrative” with Laurie Anderson at Film Festival Gothenburg. 
In 2019 she co-founded the VR Pavilion, an independent curatorial 
project launched during the 58th Venice Art Biennale preview days. 
Her work is based on the cinematic experience understood as 
perceptual, cognitive and cultural process. Her practice approaches 
technology not only as a means of representation, but as the object of 
philosophical speculation. She questions the power of aesthetics and 
narratives as a political and social structure and she is interested in 
how we do conform to new technological paradigms. Through a critical 
approach to spatial storytelling she creates speculative immersive 
environment that aims to open a space of self-awareness in the 
hypermediated perception we have of our society. 

MITYA SORKIN PARTICIPANTS
I’m a creative producer and co-founder of Feeling Digital (http://

feelingdigital.pro), a VR/AR/RT3D studio. My team began its journey in 
Belarus in 2014. We’ve moved to Poland this year.

I started exploring immersive storytelling with a background in 
television and filmmaking. My entry point became 360 video production 
(War Knows No Nation, Here and There). Over time I switched to 
interactive content. 

Since then I have been involved in numerous XR projects for 
industry, education, medicine, and entertainment. One of them, Under 
The Pillow, was selected to the Cannes XR 2021 lineup.

In addition to virtual reality, I’m fascinated by the realtime filmmaking 
in game engines and cross-media approach to content creation.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mitya-sorkin/
mitya.sorkin@gmail.com
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VASIL VASILEV PARTICIPANTS
A digital enthusiast, who has spent almost all his life at the crossroad 

between art and technology. Vasil graduated with a Master of Arts in 
Multimedia Communications at HMTM Hannover, Germany. His career 
path goes through an interactive agency, a publishing house, a cultural 
institute, and corporations. All the time, he has been enjoying and 
experimenting with a variety of storytelling instruments - acting, 
improvisation, writing, photography, videography and, since recently - 
VR/XR.

A passionate improviser who discovered improvisational theater 7 
years ago, and this led him to look at the world on its brighter side.

Contact details: E-Mail: v.s.vasilev@gmail.com, Instagram: @vasco.s.v
Phone/WhatsApp: +359888968614
FB: https://www.facebook.com/vasil.stoyanov.vasilev
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/vasil-vasilev-9561b26/ 

ALEXANDRA WEISS PARTICIPANTS
Alexandra Weiß is a freelance VR and Unity developer based in 

Dresden, Germany. Natural user interfaces were her main focus during 
her studies of media computer science at the TU Dresden. After 
finishing her degree, she briefly was part of a start up that wanted to 
use VR for training intercultural communication. From there, she 
moved on to a company in the automotive sector. Her search for 
working in the XR domain lead her to become a freelancer and work 
remotely from her hometown. Next to freelancing, she aims to 
strengthen the community of game and XR developers in Dresden by 
helping organize a local meetup. Last but not least, she is also part of 
the XRMoms initiative, which aims to encourage mothers to approach 
the topic of XR and find a career in this field. 

Linkedin contact: alexandra-weiss
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SHILA RASTIZADEH PARTNERS
Her intention is to influence human computer interactions in a way 

that humans and nature are not harmed, but ideally helps them. She 
deals with psychology, neurology and technology and therefore 
believes that such a thing is quite possible.

She worked on projects like “MOTION SICKNESS EXERCISE” - an 
artistically guided research in which motion sickness in virtual reality 
will be used to guide the human body beyond the borders of normative 
ways of thinking, “Baby Vision” - the 360° Video of how a Baby's 
audiovisual reality feels during its first year of life and  “BIMVIP” - 
Building information modeling for visually impaired people.

Shila Rastizadeh is currently studying for a Master of Applied 
Research in Engineering Studies at the Nuremberg Institute of 
Technology and works at various institutes where she researches the 
topic of Human Computer Interaction. Her focus is interdisciplinary 
research with Virtual Reality. She studied design with a focus on CGI, 
interaction design and verbal communication. During her semester 
abroad in Seoul, Korea, she studied Artificial Intelligence and Physics.

https://linktr.ee/shlitz__
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MAURANE CUGNY PARTNERS
Following a master’s degree in film studies, Maurane Cugny has 

worked on several production positions for creative documentaries, 
fiction and animation films for about 10 years, both in France and 
Germany. She recently started working on XR works with the VR 
experience BIOLUM by Abel Cohen and the narrative video game 
INUA, A STORY IN ICE AND TIME produced by The Pixel Hunt, ARTE 
France, IKO.

In 2021 she joined the production team of Reynard Films, a 
production company based in Leipzig, Germany. She is currently 
coordinating the production of the VR experience EMPEROR by 
Marion Burger and Ilan Cohen in coproduction with Atlas V and France 
Télévisions. The company is developing several other VR projects.

Contact: maurane.cugny@gmail.com
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FRANZISKA WESER PARTNERS
Franziska Weser was born in 1991 in Dresden and studied cultural 

and media education at the Merseburg University of Applied Sciences 
and media psychology at the Berlin Potsdam Business School. She 
has worked in various areas of media education and production. After 
two years as project manager of the FIRST LEGO League Junior 
Central Europe - an educational program for children and young 
people from LEGO Education - she founded her own production 
company Heartucate. Heartucate develops digital learning and 
experience spaces with augmented reality in a multiplayer setup and 
thus enables a shared experience of interactive content in the digital 
space.

www.heartucate.eu
franziska@heartucate.eu, +49 151 261 380 57
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JOHANN SZÖNYI PARTNERS
I'm a filmmaker and author of moving images, focussing on 

development and screenwriting of hyperlinked, mind-boggling stories 
rooted in social conditions. Currently I'm working as part of a writing 
duo on a feature film exploring the palette of coercion in sex work and 
prostitution.

My touchpoints with XR happened during my Media Arts and Design 
studies at the Bauhaus University in Weimar. There I've created a 360° 
movie as well as a full dome theater episode with funny perspectives, 
multi-sensory additions and play with the second audience.

johannszoenyi.de, johann.szoenyi@gmail.com
+49 163 636 138 0 (Signal, Telegram, WhatsApp)
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Eloi is a serial Media & Advertising Entrepreneur, Producer, and 
Augmented and Virtual Reality influencer. He is currently the CEO/
Founder of E.N.D. Entertainment, an XR Publishing Company based in 
Los Angeles.

Previously in Shanghai China, he founded CrowsNest XR, the 
International leader of XR for Marketing in China. He has produced the 
first-ever VR campaigns for major international brands such as 
Logitech, Hyatt, Peugeot, Club Med, Thomas Cook, Metro Cash & 
Carry, and Miele.

During his time in China, he founded the largest English-speaking 
community of XR Professionals in China: XR-Story. The mission of the 
community is to connect XR Chinese companies/studios with the rest 
of the world. Some major Chinese actors are Pico, DPVR, Tencent, 
Bytedance, Alibaba, Shadow Creator, nreal, Lenovo, Xiaomi, Madgaze, 
TCL, Insta360, etc… The international actors are Google, HTC, HP, 
Microsoft, Meta, Apple, Qualcomm, Unity, Samsung, etc…

During his career, his cinematic and commercial productions have 
been showcased at the likes of SXSW, IDFA, IFA Berlin, the Montreal 
World Film Festival, the Milan International Filmmaker Festival, and the 
Festival of International Virtual And Augmented Reality Stories 
(FIVARS), and they have won honors from Beijing’s Golden Duo 
Awards, the Awareness Film Festival, the Indie Gathering International 
Film Festival, and Razorreel.

↑  BACK TO CONTENTS

ELOI GERARD MASTERCLASSES

Chloé Jarry is the executive producer of The Enemy, a virtual and 
augmented reality project directed by Karim Ben Khelifa, unveiled in 
May 2017 at the Arab World Institute in Paris and presented in more 
than four countries (MIT Boston, GIFF Geneva, Tel Aviv Student Film 
Festival, Center Phi Montreal).

In July 2018, she co-founded with the CLPB Media group, the 
production and distribution company Lucid Realities, entirely dedicated 
to immersive and interactive storytelling. In its catalog of projects, we 
find Claude Monet – The Waterlilies Obsession, co-produced with Arte 
and the Musée de l'Orangerie and winner of the Viveport Developer 
Award, 1, 2, 3 Bruegel and Replay Memories by the duo Gordon and 
Andrès Jarach, Endodrome, artwork by Dominique Gonzales-Foerster 
presented at the Venice Art Biennale in 2019. 

In 2021, the company has also released three new projects: Seven 
Grams by Karim Ben Khelifa (official selection at Sundance, Prix 
Nouvelles Ecritures at Fipadoc), The Little Dancer, by Gordon (Grand 
Prix augmented reality application Stereopsia 2021), The Starry Sand 
Beach by Nina Barbier and Huang Hsin-Chien (Official Selection 
Venice Film Festival 2021, Cannes XR 2022, Pixii 2022).

Chloé is also co-President of PXN - the Digital Experiences 
Producers Association. 

CHLOÉ JARRY MASTERCLASSES
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Pioneer 360° videomaker, spatial sound and volumetric video in 
Latin America. He has directed more than 50 immersive experiences 
since 2014, is a researcher and professor at different universities and 
institutions, and is the founder and director of Realidad 360 ° 
Argentina, a leading producer of XR content. His last jobs were virtual 
reality director and co-producer of the multi award-winning fiction 
series “4 Feet High” (Metro Veinte), technical creative in “Virtual 
Crossings BA” (performance with motion capture and volumetric video 
in real time) , audiovisual director of the 360 interactive web of National 
Parks (Argentina), director of the VR and AR experiences of the 
exhibition "Dalí 2.1" by Salvador Dalí, production of the 360° 
visualizers of Bad Bunny's latest album "Un Verano Sin Ti" (the 23 
most viewed 360° videos in the world in 2022) and has created the first 
volumetric video studio in Argentina where he did work for the USA, 
France and Ecuador. He is currently creating content for a major 
immersive room with 3D animation and experimenting with different 
workflows for virtual production and metaverses.

DÁMIAN TURKIEH MASTERCLASSES

www.celine-tricart.com
www.luciddreamsprod.com

Celine Tricart is an acclaimed storyteller who has developed a 
unique style involving highly emotional stories and strong visual 
artistry. Her work has been showcased at numerous top-tier festivals 
including Sundance, Venice, Tribeca, SXSW, and HotDocs. She has 
received the Lion for Best Immersive Work at the Venice Film Festival 
(2019), the Storyscapes Award at Tribeca (2019), two Lumiere Awards 
from the Advanced Imaging Society, two Telly Awards, an Auggie and a 
Platinum Aurora Award, amongst many other accolades. Celine served 
as the president of the international Jury of the Venice Virtual Reality 
section at the Biennale Cinema 2020.

Celine co-directed and produced Maria Bello’s “Sun Ladies” VR 
experience about the women Yazidi fighting ISIS in Iraq which was 
selected in over 70 international festivals. For this, she had to travel 
through ISIS-held territory to meet the women soldiers at the border 
between Iraq and Syria and record their stories. In 2019, Celine 
released “The Key”, an interactive experience which garnered critical 
acclaim. Celine’s company, Lucid Dreams Productions, specializes in 
utilizing new technologies to further bold, unapologetic storytelling, and 
in empowering female voices in the filmmaking process. She is now 
working on an ambitious transmedia project about women’s self-
defense called FIGHT BACK, as well as her first video game for PC 
and consoles.

 In 2021 Celine was awarded France’s prestigious insignia of 
Chevalier De l’Ordre Des Arts et Des Lettres (Knight of the Order of 
Arts and Letters) by the Ministry of Culture of France.

CELINE TRICART MASTERCLASSES
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French producer, consultant and trainer based in Chile with 15+ 
years of experience in the media and entertainment industry. His 
special skills and interest in stereoscopic-3D, CG animation and 
immersion led him to participate in innovative film projects for 
museums, theme parks, television, advertising and cinema, exploring a 
large variety of formats and technologies such as glasses-free 3D, 
IMAX 3D and eXtended Reality. As a co-founder of Chilean production 
company Raki Films and Head of Stereopsia Latam, he aims at 
building bridges between Latin America and Europe in media, 
animation and immersive technologies.

SYLVAIN GRAIN MENTORS

www.ionda.world, astrid@ionda.world
insta: @ionda.world

Astrid is a consultant in analog, digital and immersive storytelling. 
She has directed festivals, produced international feature films, and 
advised artists and producers on their projects for over a decade. 

Since 2017 she has been leading the European Creators' Lab she 
initiated and is both a passionate international networker and supporter 
of the artistic XR community. Astrid is the managing partner of Ionda 
GmbH. 

ASTRID KAHMKE MENTORS
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Joyce Palmers recently founded a new film department within AMOK 
together with DOP, filmmaker and producer Sam Ostyn. AMOK FILM 
stands for high qualitative fiction, documentary and XR with a focus on 
artistic vision and impact. Joyce works as a producer, creative 
producer and impact producer (FILMPACT), moreover she is currently 
working on a freelance basis for the talent development department at 
the Flemish Audiovisual Fund. Before AMOK she was working for 
some of the bigger Flemish production companies as a development 
strategist. She has extensive experience in European collaborations 
through her previous position as head of the Media Desk Flanders. 
She holds a master's degree in Chinese Language and Culture and is 
an active board member of Flemish Arts Center NONA.

ANTI-MUSE
JOYCE PALMERS PARTICIPANTS
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www.sonjabozic.com
sonia.bozic@gmail.com

Sonja Bozic is a multi-award-winning filmmaker and professor. 
Serbian native and NYC-Baltimore based, she has edited, directed, 
and produced a wide range of video forms that have been screened at 
the festivals internationally, including the Cannes Film Festival, and 
she participated in the 2013 Tribeca Hackathon as part of the Frontline/
ProPublica team. Sonja is currently an Assistant Professor of 
Communication and Media Studies at Goucher College. She taught at 
The New School, NYC, and Montclair StateUniversity, New Jersey. 
Sonja earned her Ph.D. in Transmedia Storytelling at Ohio University, 
where her research was nominated for the Trisolini Fellowship Award. 
She also served as a mentor and speaker internationally at 
conferences such as SIGGRAPH and VR/AR Global Summit. Sonja is 
currently a Saul Zaentz Innovation Fund Fellow working on her VR 
project,"Chocolate Milk," an immersive exploration of a mind of a 
person with autism.

SONJA BOZIC PARTICIPANTS

Jonathan Weiner is a 35-year-old individual who works with special 
needs children. At the Forum School in Waldwick, NJ, Jonathan helps 
teach the subject manner, helps with difficult behaviors, and helps 
manage the classroom. He received his BA in Musical Studies at 
William Paterson University. He has been singing in choirs since the 
age of 10 and accompanies his mother, who directs the children’s choir 
at St. Philip the Apostle Church. Jonathan also plays the piano, which 
he started taking lessons when he was seven. Along with music, 
Jonathan also enjoys video editing. He has his own YouTube channel, 
where he makes his own little series titled “Popular Culture.” Jonathan 
has also created video projects for The Curtain Call Awards and the 
Autism NJ Fundraiser. He is co-creating a VR immersive experience, 
“Chocolate Milk,” based on his personal experiences as a person with 
autism. Jonathan currently resides in his own apartment in Mahwah.

jonsam85@hotmail.com 

CHOCLATE MILK
JONATHAN WEINER PARTICIPANTS
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DANS DRAUGANNA
NICOLE POPST PARTICIPANTS

www.nanuku.art
@nicolecstrasse

Nicole Popst (aka Nicole C. Strasser) is a physicist and 
multidisciplinary artist working in the fields of immersive spatial 
experiences, XR, and audio-visual installations. 

Her work thrives to facilitate the integration of science & technology 
into art, weaving hybrid collaborations between science, media arts 
and performance and creating multi-sensory spatial stories that 
communicate with the occupants and enhance their spatial experience.

Nicole is currently based in Germany, Munich where she works in 
collaboration with other media artist, scientists and performance 
artists, her work can be found at www.nanuku.art and on instagram @
nicolecstrasse
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Tomas Tamosaitis – author, director, creative producer (Lithuania)
Tomas Tamosaitis gained his film education in the Theatre and Film 

Department of the Lithuanian Music Academy, then continued his 
studies at the European Film College in Denmark and at the Andrzej 
Wajda Master School of Film directing in Poland.

 
Tomas is interested in and committed to making films that often 

explore the fine line between the different forms of the medium of film. 
He is also the author of film and culture related reviews, lecturer, long 
term collaborator with the Lithuanian National Television Channel on 
the culture related content, etc.

 
Tomas is a co-owner of JONI ART production company created in 

2008 and based in Vilnius, Lithuania.
 
The trademark of JONI ART is to experiment with multiple 

techniques, through combining innovative and traditional approaches, 
creating entertaining and convincing films that leave a memorable and 
long lasting impact. The objective of JONI ART is to produce art-house 
films and digital content that reflects emotions and stories beyond 
borders, to work with exceptional talents and share the passion for the 
new formats.

 Contact email: tomas@joniart.com

EYES OF SHAME
TOMAS TAMOSAITIS PARTICIPANTS
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Dr. Joanne Popinska is a Polish-Canadian award-winning XR 
filmmaker, documentarian, and sociologist, with a Ph.D. in Film 
Directing (specialization: VR) from the Polish National Film School. Her 
debut film, THE CHOICE, premiered to acclaim at International 
Documentary Film Festival Amsterdam (IDFA) and SXSW, where it 
won the Audience Award. She dedicates her creative vision to 
developing meaningful conversations around complex topics such as 
human rights, animal rights, and the environment. By using the latest 
technology and various narrative techniques, she is continually 
exploring how to get audiences' attention and evoke empathy and 
interest from different perspectives.

JACOB‘S JOURNEY
JOANNE POPINSKA PARTICIPANTS
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Carol Dalrymple is an Emmy-award winning documentary filmmaker, 
PBS documentary craftsperson, and CPH:LAB and Oculus Launchpad 
Fellow who explores our perception of nature and our connections to 
each other through evolution of story, technology and the physical 
world. At the forefront of documentary craft and emerging technology 
she creates new story experiences with film, virtual/augmented 
realities, XR installations, and AR/VR workshops. Carol is the founder 
and creative director of Edge of Discovery Co-Creation Studio, who 
through community discover and amplify voices and stories that have 
been silenced, simplified and minimized. Recognized by The Anthem 
Awards, other honors include The Society of Professional Journalists 
and The Cine Golden Eagle Awards of Excellence in Film and Media.

CAROL DALRYMPLE PARTICIPANTS

Dane is a Danish-American immersive media filmmaker who 
explores our sense of space, identity and connection to landscape 
through the cinematic lens. His obsession with technology and 
documentary craft has him experimenting at the frontier of new media 
storytelling as he creates experiences in film, virtual and augmented 
realities. He believes in flexing our concept of dimension as it can 
transform the way we think and live. In this reality, his work has 
screened at festivals such as Sundance, Big Sky and CPH:DOX. His 
latest project, Kvöldvaka, is an AR journey to discover a deeper 
relationship with nature through the lens of Icelandic folklore. Dane 
holds an MFA in Documentary Film from Stanford University. 

KVÖLDVAKA
DANE CHRISTENSEN PARTICIPANTS
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Viviana is an XR Producer with a focus on VR / AR and Games 
content. A graduate of traineeship in International Producing and the 
program Atelier Ludwigsburg-Paris at the renowned Filmakademie 
Baden-Württemberg. She works currently for Expanding Focus in 
Leipzig where she has been Producer for several XR projects pursuing 
strong visual experiences and working across mediums and genres. 
She is particularly interested in the connection between technology 
and the individual and how social, political, and cultural contexts can 
be transmitted through XR. Among others she has been working on 
Games such as UTOPIA TOWER ENDGAME, KAIJU (Co-Production 
with Atlas V) and the Transmedia VR Experience CABINETS OF 
WONDER which has been running successfully in different festivals 
and world premiered at IDFA 2020.

Contact: viviana@expanding-focus.de www.expanding-focus.de 

LOST FORMS
VIVIANA HOCHSTÄTTER PARTICIPANTS
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Lucas Dewulf (Nearly Norman) is the founder of XRT. He is an artist, 
educator and facilitator exploring and creating immersive realities. 

He is developing his artistic practice creating experiences where 
human connection is central. Key to his work is using the affordances 
of digital technologies to explore the physical world and to question our 
analog nature within virtual space.

Currently he lives in Ghent, Belgium.

SALAVATION OF EROTIC WAVES
LUCAS DEWULF PARTICIPANTS
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Jason Moore is the creator and director of The MetaMovie Presents: 
Alien Rescue, a live virtual reality movie where YOU get to be the Hero 
and your co-stars are live actors. Alien Rescue made its World 
Premiere at the 2021 Raindance Immersive Festival, where it won Best 
Multiplayer Experience and was nominated for Most Immersive Game. 
Prior to the premiere, Alien Rescue was invited to the 2020 Venice 
Biennale as a work in progress, where it won a FanHeart Award. In 
December 2021, XRMust Magazine awarded Alien Rescue Best VR 
Experience of the Year. Alien Rescue is currently shortlisted for Best 
VR Experience of the Year at the 6th Annual VR Awards. Moore is a 
member of the Producers Guild of America and the Academy of 
International Extended Reality.

THE METAMOVIE PRESENTS:
ALIEN RESCUE
JASON MOORE PARTICIPANTS
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Michaela Pňaček is an award-winning XR artist, PhD candidate and 
ELIA scholar at Cinema and Media Arts at York University, Toronto. 
She works as creative technologist at the Immersive Storytelling Lab 
and Peripheral Visions Lab focusing on human-machine co-creation in 
emerging media. Co-author and producer of Symphony of Noise VR, 
2019 (IDFA Doc Lab, ISEA Montreal, LEV Madrid, IFF Geneva, 
Reeperbahn Festival Hamburg, FIVARS Award for Excellence in 
Sound Design 2020, VRNow 2021 Best VR Entertainment Nominee, 
IDFA and MIT R&D Program Selection, 2019 Best XR Installations List 
by Forbes Magazine), Pre-Crime Calculator, 2017, co-producer of 
Chomsky vs. Chomsky: First Encounter (Sundance 2020). Recipient of 
CIBC Artist Award 2021, Marseille Web Fest Award 2019, EWA Award 
2017, Golden Frog for Best Czech Feminist Play 2009.

US EXTENDED
MICHAELA PŇAČEK PARTICIPANTS

JYOTI means LIGHT in the Hindi language. With the films they 
develop and produce, the two producers Anke Petersen & Anna 
Chester  aim to shed light on untold stories. They love to co-produce 
with partners from all around the world. With the scope of projects, 
JYOTI Film tries to open new perspectives on internationally relevant 
topics, inspire their audience and improve the understanding of the 
unfamiliar. Anke & Anna see documentaries and digital, interactive 
formats like games and VR experiences as a tool to pass on 
knowledge in a IMG_468411n engaging and entertaining way and 
thereby give their audiences the opportunity to learn and act for an 
optimistic future. Their films have been awarded with the Golden Dove 
in Leipzig, the Human Rights Award in Sarajevo, the Special Jury 
Award in Visions du Réel and the Arab Film Critics prize in Cannes. As 
female producers of course, stories from and about women are close 
to their heart.

ANKE PETERSEN PARTICIPANTS
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WEBSITE:  
EUROPEAN-CREATORS-LAB.COM/
LINKEDIN:  
LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/EUROPEAN-CREATORS-LAB
FACEBOOK GROUP:  
FACEBOOK.COM/GROUPS/362914647399897
INSTAGRAM:  
INSTAGRAM.COM/EUROPEAN_CREATORS_LAB/

#EUCL

https://european-creators-lab.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/european-creators-lab
https://www.facebook.com/groups/362914647399897
https://www.instagram.com/european_creators_lab/
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MEDIEN.BAYERN GMBH
EUROPEAN CREATORS’ LAB
ROSENHEIMER STRASSE 145E
GERMANY – 81671 MUNICH

Interested in connecting with us – contact us: 
Email: hi@xrhub-bavaria.de

Website: https://xrhub-bavaria.de 
XR SPACES https://xrspaces.xrhub-bavaria.de/#/home
XR NETWORK https://xrnetwork.xrhub-bavaria.de/en

The XR HUB Bavaria is an initiative to help 
developing Bavaria as a leading location for 
eXtended Reality applications in all sectors. 
The Bavarian State Ministry for Digital Affairs 
supports the XR HUB Bavaria in Munich, 
Nuremberg and Wuerzburg. 

We connect XR researchers and developers 
and creative people and artists with 
entrepreneurs, cultural and educational 
institutions and with people who are curious 
and want to know how XR will change their 
working and living environment.

For virtual gatherings we have created the XR 
Spaces. Our landing page gives an overview 
about virtual spaces that can be used by the 
community. Anyone can come to us and use 
these virtual rooms for a wide variety of 
purposes: art exhibitions, workshops or simply 
a casual exchange at a virtual bar. We design 
virtual spaces ourselves, but also publish and 
link projects from the community and 
encourage interested people to connect with 
us. We are open to integrate spaces on 
different platforms to XR Spaces, and we are 
keen on following and shaping the current 
developments of the future vision of an open 
and accessible metaverse.

The XR Network is our central digital 
community hub for the XR ecosystem in 
Bavaria and beyond. Universities, companies, 
agencies, freelancers, artists and institutions 
with a connection to XR from all over the globe 
can register on this web portal, publish their 
portfolio, specify their competences and thus 
find partners for new projects, offer or look for 
jobs, get matched and link their virtual spaces 
to present their portfolio in 3D. 

We also support independent artists in our 
project XR STAGE to cooperate and present 
their works in virtual spaces, learn to express 
themselves in XR and enlarge their network 
across disciplines internationally. 

Design: Rose Pistola


